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Abstract
Current radio communication design places a high priority on minimizing power
consumption, and as such places tight constraints on the design of various components,
including oscillators used in the system. As power consumption requirements become
more stringent, the ability to minimize unwanted phase noise in the oscillator diminishes,
thus characterization of system performance with phase noisy oscillators is warranted.
We analyze the effects of a phase noisy oscillator on two different modulation schemes:
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), which is currently used in mobile radio, and
digital pulse-position modulation (PPM), which is a new proposal for low-power
operation. In both cases, the main result of our analysis is the characterization of the
symbol error probabilities for each scheme in the presence of phase noisy oscillators and
additive white Gaussian noise in the channel.
We use Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) as a simple representative example
of QAM, where we show that phase noise destroys the orthogonality between the in-
phase and quadrature channels. Although orthogonality is lost, we show that the impact
on the symbol error probabilities is negligible if perfect carrier recovery (complete
knowledge of the phase noise process) is possible. With imperfect knowledge of the
phase noise at the receiver it is shown that the symbol error probability is degraded
significantly.
With the digital PPM scheme, we note that phase noise in the reference oscillator
of the transmitter manifests itself as timing jitter in the transmitter's clock. We show that
for a Brownian motion phase noise process that under certain reasonable assumptions the
timing jitter variable is approximately Gaussian. Several different receiver structures,
including both optimal and suboptimal, for digital PPM are studied and it is shown that
the effect of this timing jitter on the symbol error probability is significant when perfect
timing recovery is not possible.
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1. Introduction
The unprecedented popularity of cellular telephony has created a huge amount of interest
in the area of radio communications in the last decade [1],[2],[3],[4]. Because there is an
intensely profitable market for cellular radio, there has been an explosion of radio
communications research in both industry and academia. The majority of the research
has been focused in the broad areas of device research, antenna design, modulation
design, and multiple-access information theory. Most, if not all, of the device research
has been focused into two main areas: low-cost and low-power design techniques. The
goal, as with any commercial enterprise, is to make products that are cheaper and last
longer than the competition.
In the area of antenna design the effort has been to design antennas that increase
the performance of the system in such a way that either more users can be accommodated
or that performance is improved in the mobile (i.e., fading) environment. For example,
the current use of three antennas on each cellular base station, which allows for three
distinct "sectors" per cell, increases available capacity by a factor of three. In addition,
there has been research into antenna arrays which allow improved reception even when
the user's signal is fading.
As for modulation design, the major accomplishment has been the implementation
of digital modulation schemes for second-generation cellular radio, which has been
occurring over the last few years. Previous to about 1990 all existing cellular services in
the U.S. and worldwide were analog (typically frequency-modulated). Today there are
numerous digital standards and proposals that are both being fielded and tested for the
900 MHz cellular band and the newly developed 2 GHz Personal Communications
Services (PCS) band. These include time-division multiple-access (TDMA) and spread-
spectrum multiple-access (SSMA) methods as well as hybrid systems combining features
from both. The advantages of these digital schemes include the possibility of voice
compression (which reduces the bandwidth of the signal), voice activity detection (which
allows the transmitter to turn off when no words are being spoken), and more predictable
performance in harsh electromagnetic environments (for example, during fading). In
addition, digital signal processing is possible which can be performed with lower power
consumption than with comparable analog processing.
As far as multiple-access information theory is concerned, most of the research
has been in the academic arena, focusing on finding capacity regions in fading
environments [5], joint-detection and estimation methods, and evaluation of certain
coding schemes in those environments. Although the results from the these analyses are
important to understanding the performance of cellular or other multiple-access radio
systems, it is sometimes difficult to draw connections from the abstract results to practical
systems. Thus, at this time, little of the information-theoretic research has found direct
application in commercial systems.
Motivated by three of the major areas of research noted above, namely device
research, modulation design, and information theory, the research in this thesis focuses on
a specific problem associated with low-cost, low-power communications system design.
Specifically, the problem of operating a communication system with oscillators having
poor phase noise characteristics is explored in terms of modulation design and
performance analysis, with some exploration of related information-theoretic results.
Until now the concept of phase noise impairment has only been explored in depth in
optical communications systems, because low-cost semiconductor laser sources tend to be
quite poor in terms of phase noise performance [6],[7]. Phase noise has been of
secondary concern in radio communication systems (although there has been some
research with regard to radar [8] and satellite systems [9]) since thermal noise dominated
in most systems. However, since competition in the commercial radio market has
become intense, equipment manufacturers are striving for more ways to produce systems
of ever-decreasing cost and lower power consumption. It is exactly these goals of low-
cost and low-power design that necessitate consideration of the effects of poor quality
oscillators on communications systems performance. Because antenna design does not
directly impact the following discussion of phase noise, it will not be addressed in this
thesis.
1.1 Definition of a "Low-Power" Radio Communications System
The research in this thesis was motivated by a project in which many sensors were
connected by radio to a central base station. The data rate is variable and bursty, ranging
from 1 bit/sec to over 1 Mb/s. For illustration purposes, the particular sensor application
that seems to meet this criteria is a digital camera, whose data is compressed and motion-
encoded, such that the data stream is low-rate when the motion detected by the camera is
small and is high-rate when the change from frame-to-frame is high. These sensors
transmit their data back to a central base station via a radio link. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
wireless sensors that motivated this study.
100 b/10 s
100 Kb/sec
100 b/sec
Remote
Sensors Base Station44, .' sBase Station
lI00 b/s
5 Mb/s0 Mb/e
Figure 1.1: Wireless sensors that motivated the research
The research goal was to construct "low-power" sensors, however, the term "low-
power" is somewhat nebulous. Two definitions of how "low-power" might be defined
come to mind. "Low-power" might correspond to the definition that the transmitted
power (or effective isotropic radiated power, EIRP) is low when compared to some
standard. A second definition comes from the device aspect, i.e., that the power
consumed by the sensor unit is low when compared to some standard, not necessarily
implying anything about the transmitted power. It is the latter definition that we mean
when we say "low-power," i.e., our definition is that the sensor's total power
consumption (including all power consumed in the sensor electronics, analog/digital
conversion, compression, encoding, other digital signal processing, and the radio portion
including the transmitter/receiver front-end, oscillator, amplifiers etc.) is low compared
with some standard. A consequence of designing for low-power consumption is that the
constraints on the design of the oscillator used for radio transmission become tight [10].
1.2 Phase Noise
Anyone who has taken a modem digital communications course is familiar with the
concept of transmitting a signal through an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel. This is usually the only degradation considered when initially evaluating a
particular modulation scheme. However, under certain circumstances, many other
degradations might be equally or more important. For example, those degradations could
include antenna efficiency, polarization mismatch, galactic and terrestrial noise sources,
fading, intermodulation products, co-channel interference, and phase noise [ 11]. In
particular we are concerned with the effect of phase noise on communications system
performance. The simplest (and most general) definition of a phase noisy oscillator is
given in (1.1),
s(t) = A cos(2rnfot + 0(t)+ q) (1.1)
where 0(t) is a random process that represents the phase noise process, 4 represents an
arbitrary phase offset (a constant), and fo is the nominal frequency of the oscillator wave
s(t). How 0(t) affects the sinusoid depends on the exact statistics of the phase noise
process. Figure 1.2 illustrates what s(t) might look like with a nonzero 0(t).
Figure 1.2: Phase noisy sinusoid (A=1)
The preponderance of literature concerned with the effect of phase noise has been
in the realm of fiber-optic communications, and in this case the most accepted model for
0(t) has been as a Brownian motion process. This model was first derived empirically,
then later shown to be accurate analytically. Since the underlying physical phenomena is
not important in this thesis the reader is referred to Salz [7] or Henry [16] for more
information. In addition to the Brownian motion model, there have been several more
complex models proposed describing the phase noise process in both fiber-optic and radio
oscillators (for example, see [12], [13],[14], and [15]). Because of the relative simplicity
of the Brownian motion model, however, we will not incorporate the more complex
models of phase noise into this thesis. Thus, we can express 0(t) as
0(t) = 2r Jp(r)dr (fort >0) (1.2)
where pl(t) is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise process. If we define the (two-sided)
height of the p(t) process's power spectral density as N 1, then 0(t) is a zero-mean
Gaussian process with variance
Var[O(t)]= (2;-)2Nt
That is, the variance of 0(t) grows linearly with time. Jumping a little ahead for the
moment it is clear that as t grows large, the phase of s(t) is effectively a random variable
uniformly distributed over [0,2n) (reduced modulo 2n). It would seem intuitive that
straightforward application using s(t) as a carrier for a coherent' phase modulation
scheme might be imprudent, since it would be difficult to estimate the actual carrier (i.e.,
s(t)) at the receiver. In Chapter 2 we will show that good estimation of s(t) is essential to
the operation of any phase-modulation scheme.
At this point, one might ask, what does the power spectrum of s(t) look like?
Ideally, the spectrum of a pure cosine wave is given by the Fourier transform pair
FT
cos(2nfot)< [8(f - fo)+5(f + fo)] (1.4)
However, with the addition of the noise process 0(t) in the argument of the cosine, s(t) is
a noise process in itself. Thus we can calculate the power spectrum as the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function, Rss (t,t + r) = E[s(t)s(t + r)]. One should note that
if 4 is a fixed, known constant then s(t) is nonstationary. However, given the nature of
the problem, it is more natural to assume that 04 is random variable (fixed for all t).
Choosing 0 to be uniformly distributed over [0,27c), we can calculate the autocorrelation
function in a straightforward manner since this choice makes the s(t) process stationary.
Skipping the details, we find that Rss (t, t + r) = Rss (r) is given by [7]
Rs (r) = -- cos(2nfo r) e-2;rN, r (1.5)
The power spectral density of s(t), Sss(f), is therefore given by the Fourier transform of
Rss,,():
Sss (f) = FTRss (r)} = A N,(2)T)2 (1.6)
'Typical definitions of "coherent modulation" assume the carrier is known perfectly at the receiver (at least
for calculation of probability of error)
(1.3)
Figure 1.3 shows this power spectral density, which is commonly referred to as
Lorentzian.
-to to
Figure 1.3: Lorentzian power spectral density
From inspection of (1.6) it is clear that the half-power bandwidth of the phase
noisy sinusoid is equal to 2rN1. In fiber-optic systems, this is referred to as the linewidth
of the signal source. To keep with this common definition, we will also refer to this
quantity as the linewidth, and denote it by the symbol 3:
P -= 2;tNI (1.7)
Having defined 3 it is important to note the differences between typical values for
semiconductor laser sources and radio frequency sources. For laser sources of the type
considered in references [6] or [7] for example, a typical value of P would be in the range
5-100 MHz. Considering the carrier frequency (e.g., 1 ýtm system -+ 300,000 GHz),
however, this corresponds to a linewidth/carrier frequency ratio of about 1.7x1 0-8 to
2.2x10 -7. For a comparable RF system operating nominally around 2 GHz, this ratio
would correspond to a linewidth of about 33-667 Hz. Reasonably high-quality signal
sources available at this carrier frequency (2 GHz) have linewidths more likely in the
range of 1-10 Hz, thus the phase noise present in fiber-optic systems is more severe than
in typical radio systems. However, in the realm of low-power componentry, some of this
stability is sacrificed to lower the overall power-consumption of the signal source [10].
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Thus, because of our low-power consumption goal we will be dealing with significantly
more phase noise, and thus the need for this research.
1.3 Overview of Thesis
Because assessing the impact of phase noise on radio communications systems is a much
broader topic than could be contained in a thesis of this type, two examples of digital
modulation schemes used in radio communications are explored. In Chapter 2 we
explore the effect of phase noise on quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) systems,
specifically quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK). QPSK has become a popular choice
for current digital radio implementations and is representative of the whole class of QAM
systems.
In Chapter 3 we explore the effect of phase noise on a digital pulse-position
modulation (PPM) scheme. The main difference with PPM is that phase noise in the
reference oscillators in the transmitter manifests itself in timing jitter of the pulse
locations, i.e., the "clock" has errors. While digital PPM is not nearly as common as
QAM schemes in current commercial systems, it seems to hold promise as a ultra-low
power scheme [26].
2. Detection of Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
Signals
In fiber-optic communications the available bandwidth is abundant, thus binary
modulation formats are almost universally used [6]. By contrast, radio communications
has a usable bandwidth (for most applications) of only a fraction of that available with
fiber-optics. Until relatively recently, cellular radio and most private commercial radio
used predominantly analog modulation schemes such as frequency modulation (FM), but
most new radio communications systems are switching to digital modulation. Because of
the scarcity of bandwidth, the use of non-binary modulation schemes has become
necessary in order to send higher data rates within the same bandwidth. As mentioned in
the introduction, quadratrure amplitude modulation (QAM), and in particular quadriphase
shift keying (QPSK), has become a popular choice for mobile radio. In fact, in certain
circumstances, QPSK has been shown to be preferable to other modulation schemes, for
example in a fading environment [ 11]. The inclusion of phase noisy signal sources, as
dictated by the low-power constraints, is the basis for the following analysis.
In the following sections we will present an analysis of QPSK where the
quadrature carriers are impaired by phase noise. Analysis of QPSK rather than a more
general QAM signal structure was chosen because of the popularity of QPSK in current
mobile radio implementations, and since QPSK represents the simplest form of QAM.
For the purpose of presenting a common framework from which to base the subsequent
analysis, we will first present a short tutorial on QPSK modulation. Next, the
performance of the several possible receiver structures are considered, including a fully
coherent receiver, where perfect side information in the form of the phase noise
waveform (0(t)) is available at the receiver. We will show that the phase noise present in
the quadrature carriers destroys their orthogonality, which is implicit in standard QAM-
type modulation. In later sections we will relax our assumption of perfect knowledge of
0(t) and consider performance when the receiver has knowledge of samples of the phase
noise process, rather than complete knowledge for all time. Although the analysis in this
chapter is specific to QPSK, it can be easily extended to higher-order QAM modulations,
since these signal sets lie in the same two-dimensional space as QPSK.
2.1 QPSK Background
The structure of the QPSK signal extends simply from binary PSK, although there are
many ways to express the resulting waveform. For more detail than is provided below,
the reader is referred to any standard digital communications textbook, for example
[12],[13],[14],[15],[16].
The data streamm = {m,i e...-2,1,0,1,2...} to be transmitted is a (possibly infinite)
sequence of bits, represented by +1 and -1. Thus, mi=+l or -1 for each element of the
sequence m . For QPSK two data bits are combined at a time to form a 4-ary complex-
valued symbol stream m q . The two data bits are transformed into coordinates in the
complex-plane via the mapping:
1 if m2i- 1 = 1,m2i = 1
m(q) 2i = -, m2i = 1(2.1)S - if m2i- 1 = -1,m2i = -1
-j if m2i- 1 = 1, m2i = -1
This mapping may be described graphically as a signal set as in Figure 2.1:
(mf640M,)(1 51 )4
Ask-I
0 ao(1,1)
(1,-1)
Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of the signal set for mi(q)
Any mapping that maintains the same geometry between the symbols (i.e., such that all
inner products between the symbols are unchanged) is essentially equivalent to the one
given in (2.1). The symbol stream m(q) is then converted to an impulse stream m(q)(t)
where the "area" of the ith impulse is mi(q), and the impulses are spaced T seconds apart.
This impulse stream is then fed as an input to a pulse shaper, where the resulting output
x(t) is a stream of pulses at baseband. The baseband signal is upconverted to a radio
frequency suitable for transmission by multiplying x(t) by a complex sinusoid
s(t) = Ae j(24 t+O(t)+n). Since the resulting waveform is complex, the last step is to strip off
the imaginary part and send only the real part of the signal. This sequence of steps is
shown in block diagram form in Figure 2.2.
convert to convert to pulseshaperS 4-uy symbols Impulse train p() Re(.. y(
s(t)=Aexpq(2z.t+e(t))}
Figure 2.2: QPSK transmitter, implementation 1
In the ideal case the phase noise 0(t) is identically equal to zero. In addition, we
will assume that < (a static phase offset) equals zero since it does not affect the analysis of
the system if this quantity is known at the receiver. Given the mapping in equation (2.1)
we see that for a each pulse of duration T, if we choose p(t) to be a rectangular pulse
{i for 0• t < T
p(t) = otherwise (2.2)
then the output y(t) on the interval iT _ t < (i + 1)T is a cosine wave with a constant phase
equal to the angle of mjq) , i.e., a multiple of Y2. Specifically,
y(t) = Acos(2•2f t+(t)+Zm)) for iT t < (i+l)T (2.3)
Any pulse shape p(t) can be used, however, because of our low-power constraints we are
interested in only those pulse shapes that allow y(t) to be constant envelope. Thus, pulse
shapes such as the family of raised cosine pulses are not appropriate. On the other hand,
a Haar wavelet or Walsh function (see [22]) will do, since their absolute values are
constant. In order to keep our analysis simple, we will not consider these other pulse
shapes here.
An equivalent representation of a QPSK transmitter using all real signals is given
in Figure 2.3.
M
Figure 2.3: Equivalent QPSK transmitter using only real signals
Note that the signal set corresponding to Figure 2.3 is rotated by % and scaled by V-
relative to that of Figure 2.2. To see that y(t) in Figure 2.3 has the form of equation (2.3),
rewrite (2.3) as
y(t)= A cos(2ft + 0(t)+ mq)= Acos(2f 0t + (t)+ n) (for n= -1,0,1,2)
=Acos( -)cos( 2ft + (t)+ - Asin sin + for it+(t) + and n =-1,0, 1,2.4)
The termscos(4) and sin(- ) have values +1, 0, and -1 as n ranges over -1,0,1 and 2. In
contrast, y(t) in Figure 2.3 is just a manipulation of (2.4), with the Y4 term moved from
the carrier terms to the coefficient terms, i.e., the coefficients are V-cos( Q + T and
Jsin( + -). As an aside, if the delay block in Figure 2.3 is changed to Y instead of 1,
the resulting system is commonly referred to as offset QPSK (OQPSK).
Ideal coherent receivers for y(t) transmitted across an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel can easily be defined in the case where 0(t) is identically zero.
Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 show equivalent receivers.
(r(t)=y(t)+n(t) n(t) Is AWGN (complex))
r(t) (complex) p(t convert to(for p( real) binary symbols m
exp{-J(2xf.t)}
Figure 2.4: QPSK receiver, implementation 1
In Figure 2.4, we've assumed that y(t) is complex, i.e., we've left off the Re {} block in
Figure 2.2. Demodulating the real version of y(t) with a real cosine is completely
equivalent.
m
layed by 1)
P L - -J -IU y ' 1
Figure 2.5: QPSK receiver, implementation 2
r(t)
In Figure 2.5 , y(t) is real, and thus could be used with either transmitter exactly as shown.
There is a significant difference between the real and complex transmitters,
however, when 0(t) is not identically zero, even when 0(t) is known perfectly at the
receiver. If the y(t) transmitted were somehow complex, Figure 2.4 would indeed be the
ideal receiver in additive white Gaussian noise - in fact it is the matched filter. However,
if y(t) is real, the addition of a nonzero 0(t) causes the in-phase and quadrature channels
to not be orthogonal over the symbol period, so that there is crosstalk between the in-
phase and quadrature channels. Since the transmitter-receiver pair of Figure 2.3 and
Figure 2.5 is the only one that is physically realizable, this is a real problem. This will be
discussed in more detail in the subsequent section.
Ideally, assuming no phase noise and that the symbol period T is a multiple of f
(i.e., an integral number of cycles are transmitted for each symbol - a standard
assumption) then the inner product between the in-phase and quadrature channels is zero.
That is,
p = (cos(2fot), sin(2ft)) = cos(2fot) sin(2nfot)dt = 0 (2.5)
The orthogonality of sine and cosine shows that QPSK is equivalent to two orthogonal
binary PSK signals. On the other hand, when the phase noise is nonzero over [0,T), p is
not zero in general:
p= cos(2ot + 9(t)) sin(2fot + 0(t))dt = sin(2(2fot + 0(t)))dt
STo (2.6)
= osin(2(2f 0t))cos(2(t))dt+ Icos(2(2fo4t))sin(20(t))dt
As an example, consider the deterministic case where 9(t) = -2#fot + C, where C is an
arbitrary constant. In this extreme case cos(2rf ot + 9(t)) = cos(C) and sin(2f 0ot + 0(t)) = sin(C)
and the inner product is not zero. The effect of the crosstalk is that the data bits sent "in
quadrature" are subject to dependent errors, thus making the error probability higher than
it: otherwise would be. As we will see in the next section, the four possible points in the
two-dimensional signal set lie on an ellipse, rather than a circle as in the ideal QPSK case.
2.2 Performance with an Ideal Phase-Tracking Receiver
Consider the case where the receiver does know f, and 0(t) (for all t) at the receiver, i.e.,
fully coherent reception is possible. This is the case when a perfect reference signal (or
pilot tone) is available at the receiver. In the literature, this type of receiver is often called
a "genie" receiver. Although possibly unrealistic, this assumption does provide an upper
bound to the performance possible with any receiver using suboptimal carrier recovery.
The receiver we derive in this section is the optimal coherent receiver, where the
optimality criteria is in terms of minimizing the probability of symbol (detection) error.
In the subsequent section we will show that when the phase noise and carrier frequency
have values representative of radio communications the optimal receiver has performance
virtually identical to the ideal receiver in the AWGN-only case, when fo and 0(t) are
known perfectly at the receiver.
2.2.1 Definitions
Consider the second transmitter-receiver pair (Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.5). The
transmitted signal y(t) is
y(t) = m2i-l A cos(2zft + (t)) - m2i A sin(2,ot + 0(t)) for iT < t < (i + 1)T (2.7)
Assuming for the moment no noise in the channel, the estimate after the sampler at time
t=(i+l)T in Figure 2.5 is given by
m2i-1 = y(t) cos(2f t + O(t))dt
iT
OiT (2.8)
m2 _i-AT m2i- 1A (i + (t)dt
+ icos"2(2cf' t + (t)))dt2 2 ,iT
r(i+l)T
-m2 A fsin(2ft + 0(t)) cos(2fot + O(t))dt.
iT
The estimate m2i is given by a similar equation. Note that the last integral on the right is
the same integral as in equation (2.6), which we'll denote by pi. We will see shortly that
the other integral will appear often in the subsequent analysis, thus we'll define it as si,
that is,
(i+1 T
Ci = cosT2(2nfot + (t)))dt (2.9)
Applying the same definitions to 1h2i (incorporating the minus sign from the later sum),
we see that
m2i- 1A T
m2i-i =  +m2ti-lAi -m 2 i Api2 (2.10)
m2i AT
m2i = m2i Aci - m2i- 1 AP2
In the absence of phase noise, pi=O and si=O, but they are in general non-zero. At first
glance it seems that this would not be too difficult to deal with, since the same pi and si
appear in both equations. These equations demonstrate the crosstalk previously implied,
and in fact, some self-interference as well (due to the Ei terms). Because the phase noise
is a random process, pi and ei are random variables. In addition, since pi and si are both
derived from the same random process, 0(t), they are in general not independent. For the
moment we will not comment further on the structure of their probability distributions.
Another problem becomes apparent if we consider the channel to add additive
white Gaussian noise to y(t). The received signal, denoted by r(t), now is given by
y(t)+n(t) where n(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian random process, with two-sided spectral
density -. When there is no phase noise, the additive noise variables at each sampler,
denoted by n2i-l and n2i, are independent, since cosine and sine are orthogonal (over a
multiple of Yf , the period of one cycle of the carrier). However, the addition of phase
noise creates correlation between the demodulating phase noisy sinusoids, thus
E[n2iln2i ] # 0 . In fact, a quick calculation shows that E[n2i-ln2i] = Pi -
A lower bound on the probability of error (either bit (Perr,bit) or symbol (Perr,sym))
for any system of this type can be found by assuming fully coherent reception, i.e., that
0(t), fo, and j are known exactly at the receiver. This is completely analogous to the
well-defined case (in textbooks) with 0(t)=O. In the textbook case with 0(t)=0, the
probability of symbol error, Per,sym, is given exactly by (see [9],[12],[13],[14], or [16])
Perr,sym = 2Qf -[2i 1 (2.11)
where Q(x) is the complementary distribution function of a zero-mean, unit variance
Gaussian random variable evaluated at x, Es is the energy per symbol (E s - A•_ in our
derivation with no phase noise), and o- is the (two-sided) additive white Gaussian noise
density in Watts/Hz. For high energy/symbol to noise spectral density ratios, i.e., for
»E, 1, the second term is essentially negligible and the probability of symbol error is
well approximated by
Perr,sym• 2Q E (2.12)
and the bit error probability, Perr,bit, is approximated by
Perr,bit e (2.13)
Pb log 2 (4) N)
These will be the standards against which we compare our receivers in the presence of
both phase noise and AWGN.
2.2.2 Analysis
There are two equivalent optimal receiver configurations, both easy to visualize.
The first is just the logical extension of Figure 2.5 where the phase noise process is
included in the in-phase and quadrature branches. In this case we are matched filtering
the signal, however, since the signal set is no longer bi-orthogonal due to the phase noise,
the noise components after sampling are no longer orthogonal (as shown before). Thus
we have to perform some additional processing before the decision device to make a
decision. This approach is shown in Figure 2.6 below.
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Figure 2.6: QPSK receiver, matched filter with phase noise known at receiver
An equivalent and conceptually simpler receiver maps the received signal onto an
orthogonal basis that spans the same space as cos(2oft + 9(t)) and sin(2#ft + 0(t)). This is
similar to the receiver in Figure 2.5 that maps the received signal onto the space spanned
by cos(2xfot) and sin(2nfot) (in the case with no phase noise). The advantage of this
receiver over the receiver in Figure 2.6 is that the additive noise variables at the samplers
are now independent, rather than correlated as in the previous receiver. This orthogonal
basis is easily determined using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure. Since
the phase noise, 0(t), is not the same during each symbol, the orthogonal basis will be
different for each symbol. In accordance with the G-S procedure we pick one of the
signals as the first orthogonal basis signal,
'j,i (t) = cos(2fot + O(t)) for iT _ t < (i + 1)T (2.14)
Then, the other orthogonal basis signal, y2, (t), is given by the G-S orthogonalization
procedure as
Y2,i (t) = sin(2fot + 0(t))-i (sin(2ft + (t)), 'l 1 (t)) ' (t) for iT 5 t < (i + 1)T (2.15)
where (a,b) denotes the usual inner product. The need for a different G-S-derived basis
for each symbol makes this is a physically unrealizable receiver (at least in real-time), but
is one which provides the upper bound on Perr,sym. The inner product
(sin(2rft + O(t)), 'l,i (t)) was already calculated in (2.6) (denoted by p), then defined as pi
in (2.8). The squared norm in the denominator is the energy per symbol (in the cosine
direction), i.e., =JT, (t)112 - + ei, where si is given in (2.9). Thus, our basis signals are
random processes generated by the single random process 0(t):
1l,i (t) = cos(2nfot + 9(t))
"2,i (t) = sin(2nfot + 0(t)) - T P 1,i (t)f+Ecy~i~t (2.16)for iT < t < (i + 1)T
By construction, Tyl,i (t) and T2,i (t) are orthogonal for each i, and span the two-
dimensional subspace that contains all the signal energy (including phase noise). The
additive white Gaussian noise introduced by the channel leads to independent noise
variables at the decision device, thus allowing minimum distance decoding. A "genie"
receiver is of the type in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: "Genie" QPSK receiver, orthogonal projection in the presence of
phase noise
In Figure 2.7, we have replaced y 1,, (t) and Y2,i (t) with orthonormal basis signals v, , (t)
and V/2,i(t). The norm of Y'2,i(t) is
2 2 i
Thus, the orthonormal basis signals, V1,i(t) and V2i (t) are
(2.17)
'li (t) cos(2ft + (t))
2,i sin(2 t + 0(t)) -pi V Ii (t) (2.18)
V2,i (t) = for iT_ <t < (i+1)T
The statistical properties of the orthonormal basis signals in (2.18) are hard to
characterize, since si and pi are, in general, dependent random variables that are
themselves hard to characterize.
As indicated before, the additive noise components entering the decision device
from each branch are independent, so finding the Perrsym is would seem to be
straightforward. To do this, however, requires characterizing ci and pi fully, for example
with their joint probability density function. As we've alluded to before this proves to be
a difficult task. We shall see shortly that we only need the first and second moments of si
and pi to evaluate the receiver's performance in the radio communications. For now, we
will proceed with specifying the optimal receiver structure without commenting on the
density functions of Ei and pi (or y•,/i (t) and V2,J(t) for that matter).
Using the basis functions y 1, (t) and V~2,i(t) as axes we can find the locations of
the received signal points in the absence of AWGN. Two points lie on the Vl,i(t) axis, at
±AIII.i (t)ll = A + , while the other two points (corresponding to signals
±A sin(27rft + 0(t)) ) are not on the v2,i (t) axis, as the signal directions are not orthogonal
due to the phase noise process. The locations ,(x,y) and (-x,-y), of these signal can be
found by taking the inner product of ±A sin(2,fot + 0(t)) and , I (t) and Y2,i(t).
yVIA(t)
(nominal signal pts in OJs)
Figure 2.8: Signal space representation of signal points for "genie" receiver
The signal point locations are summarized in Table 2.1 and a representative plot of those
points is given in Figure 2.8.
signal point
A cos(2nf t + 0(t))
-A cos(2xfot + 9(t))
A sin(2nf0 t + 9(t))
(1)
(-1)
(j)
-A sin(2nft + 9(t)) (-j)
Cartesian coordinates in direction of:
/1i (t)
A i
+sFT + 
--i
-A
•2•+
0
S(T2 +P
A
T+6'
S2
A ()2 -(2 + ,2)
2 1i
Table 2.1: Signal space representation of signal points in (V/,I l(t), V2,i (t)) space
12,i ( t )
2.2.2.1 Mean and Variance of ei and pi
Having established the location of the signal points, we could calculate or bound the
Perr,sym, if we could characterize the joint distribution of the random variables, si and pi.
Their definitions are repeated here for convenience:
r(i+l)T
Pi = sin(2(2fot + 0(t)))t (2.19)
(i+l)T
Ce = 1cos2(2f t + O(t)) t
iT
What we are really concerned about is operation in "steady-state," i.e., for t=iT>>0. In
this regime the random variables Ei and pi have the same marginal probability density
functions, since the difference between sine and cosine dissipates as 0(t)(t=iT (modulo 27t)
becomes uniformly distributed on [0,27t). We therefore focus on pi. Without loss of
generality we can focus on the first symbol only, and drop the dependence on i. That is,
we can write pi as merely p, and ei as e:
p= I sin(4fot + (+2ý(t) t
P ((2.20)
=6 f cos(4fot +,+2(t))d
where C is uniform on [0,27t), (represents the initial state of the Brownian motion process
at the beginning of the symbol period) and ý(t) represents the Brownian motion process
since beginning of the symbol period. The means of c and p are both zero in steady-state
(as we should expect due to the symmetry of the problem) since E[sin(4)] and E[cos(ý)]
both equal zero. Explicitly,
Ep]-E[ Jsin( fot + 4 + 2+(t))dt
= foE[sin(4•t+4+29(t))}t (2.21)
= oE[sin(g)]E[cos(44ft +2 (t))]+ Ecos()]E[sin(44ot +2"(t)]dt
=0
with a similar equation for the mean of s. Now, consider the variances of s and p in
steady-state. In detail:
E [p2= E in(27r(2fo )t + 4;+ 2(t))dt • Tin(21x(fo )s + + 29(s))ds1
= EJ f~sin (2n(2 fo)t + C+2 (t))sin(2;r(2fo)s+ +2 (s))]tds (2.22)
f Tf TrE[ cos(2r(2fo)(t - s) + 2((t) - (s)))]8 +E[ cos(2r(2fo)(t + s) + 2,+ 2((t) + (s)))]
Note that the second expectation is zero since 2ý (modulo 27r) is uniform on [0,27r).
Thus,
E[p2 1= 1 T fT E[cos2;r(2fo)(t - s) + 2((t) - (s)))dtds (2.23)
= E[cos(2r(2fo)(t - s) + 2(0(t) - O(s)))td
Now, because of the integrals over both t and s, we need to divide the analysis to consider
both the integrals over the region where t>s and s>t. For t>s, we can replace O(t) - O(s) by
0* (1 -s), where 0* (t) is Brownian motion with 0* (0) = 0. For s>t we get similar
expressions, and note that we can split the double integral in (2.23) into two sets of
double integrals, one for t>s and the other for s>t. Without getting lost in the details we
find that (2.23) can be expressed as
E[p2] = E[cos2(2 f o)(t - s) + 20* (t - s))sdt (2.24)
Leaving the details to the reader, the expectation in the integrand is
E[cos2r(2fo)(t - s) + 20* (t - s))] = cos(2;r(2fo)(t - s))e - 2(2 xr)2 N (t-s) (2.25)
Substituting (2.25) into(2.24),
3(2dVlfo)2 -4 fo4 +(2rNi)4 -2(2) 2  +160NIT 3 42
E[p2]= - 3 (2 561V f )2 - ( 216 N ) 4 +128N5 r6T+32 Nlf2 f°4T+4f°4 Var[p] (2.26)
256N2 16.6 6 +2474 N 4 fo2 + 912 N fo4 +fo 6 )
since p is zero-mean. In addition, remember that Var[6]=Var[p]. Recalling that in the
introduction we defined the linewidth of the signal source to be 6 = 2;rN,, and further
defining a "phase noise SNR", y, as the variance of the phase noise process at time t=T,
i.e.
y = 2;r, T (2.27)
then we can rewrite the previous equations in a more compact and useful form.
Specifically the variance s and p can be rewritten by combining (2.27) into (2.26),
3(/3fo) 2 +64 4 4 ) fe -2r +(24 +12/ 2  o,4
ar[p] = Var[] 2 4 4 (2.28)
64r 2( 6 +6f 4f2 +9 f2 f +4f (6)
The expression in (2.28) is still complicated, but for the radio communications problem,
we are really only interested in the values for certain values of P, y, and fo, which we
explore below.
First, as a sanity check, note that in the case of no phase noise (O(t)=O), y=0 and
thus the variance of p (and thus c) is zero, as we would expect. Secondly, for
conventional radio communications, the carrier should resemble a sinusoid, or collection
of sinusoids at frequencies around f, (for adequate propagation through the atmosphere),
which is possible only if f, >> P . In this case we can accurately approximate the
variance as
Var[p]= Var[e] 6[4 f o4 e-  +8f,4y+4fo4]
1 + 647r f (2.29)
=[1-e -2r +27]
16z 2f 2
By noting that e-x > 1- x we can upper bound the variance (treating the approximately
equals sign as a true equality) as
Var[p]< v (2.30)
Likewise, for very large y, the first two terms in (2.29) become negligible compared to 2y,
thus we can lower bound the variance as Y Combining the previous results the
8r 2f02
variance is restricted to be
7 < Var[p]< 2- (2.31)82f 2  2 (2.) 28zrf 0  8,Tf 0
so long as the f, >> P condition is met. Thus, to within a factor of two, the variance of p
(and s) is linear in y.
At this point we have dealt with the means and variances of s and p but we
haven't dealt with their marginal or joint probability density functions, which seem quite
difficult to specify. From the mean and variance discussion however, we have some
insight into their behavior as a function of f 0, 13, and T. In the next section we shall see
that it will not be necessary to compute f,,p(, p) to analyze the performance of the
"genie" receiver set forth in this section, at least for the radio communications problem
that we are interested in.
2.2.2.2 Error Probabilities for an Ideal Phase-Tracking Receiver
Given the characterization of the signal point locations and the random variables s and p
in the previous section, we can easily determine the optimal decision regions for the
receiver of Figure 2.7. It was previously noted that the four signal points of the phase
noisy QPSK signal set lie in a two-dimensional plane on an ellipse (refer to Figure 2.8).
Furthermore, because the signal points lie on an ellipse, the optimal decision regions are
not as simple as no phase noise case. A particularly egregious example of the possible
irregularity of the decision regions is given in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Optimal decision regions (exaggerated case)
The decision regions displayed in Figure 2.9 change from symbol to symbol, as the
"genie" receiver makes use of it's knowledge of 0(t) to recalculate V/i (t) and V 2 ,i(t) for
each symbol.
Since we have projected the signal onto an subspace with two orthonormal basis
signals V li(t) and V2,i(t), the probability of symbol error, conditional on 0(t) and the
signal point sent m(q), can be found as follows:
Perr,sym 9(t),m )= 1-Pr(signal + noise is in correct decision region ((t), m )
(2.32)
= 1- Pcorrect (t), m )
where, in general, Pcorrect ((t), m,)) is obtained by a double integral over the decision
region, i.e.,
(X-x,) 2 (Y-Y2) 2
Pcorrect 9(t), mq) )= -- e No e N, dxdy (2.33)
decision
region for iq)
and where xi and y2 represent the coordinates of the mn4) signal point in the
(V/I, (t), / 2Ji(t)) -plane (as listed in Table 2.1) in the absence of AWGN, conditional on a
particular 0(t) process. The integral in (2.33) is in general difficult to calculate, since it is
in essence a two-dimensional Q-function. In addition, the unconditional probability of a
correct decision requires averaging over all possible m1q ) and 0(t) - itself a formidable
task. Explicitly, the unconditional probability of symbol error is given by
Perrsym = E(), errsym 0(t), Mf ) (2.34)
Despite all the apparent difficulties, however, the physical reality of our radio
communication problem simplifies our analysis immensely. Namely, the transmission of
electromagnetic waves into free space is only possible for relatively large fo, on the order
of at least several megahertz to sustain reasonable propagation and data rates of at least a
1 kilobit/sec. In addition, the assumption of an extremely phase noisy oscillator in
physical terms equates to a f to fo ratio of only perhaps 1/10000 or less. For example, at
1 KHz this would be a linewidth of 0.1 Hz; at 1 GHz this would be 100 KHz. In these
cases we are in the fo >> p region and thus the variances of s and p in steady state are
given by (2.29), which is repeated here for convenience:
[1i- e-2y + 2]
Var[p] = Var[] 2 2 (2.29)
162f 0
In the last section we also bounded these variances (equation (2.31)) to within a
factor of 2 from the lower to upper bound, and showed that for large y, the variances can
be well approximated by
Var[p] = Var[e] 2- for large y (2.35)
8f2fo
Now, we note from the signal point coordinates in Table 2.1 that for the received signal
point locations to be perturbed significantly from nominal (no AWGN case), the standard
deviation of s and p would need to be a significant fraction of T/2. In the case of
f' >> P, however, the standard deviation of s and p can not be a significant fraction of
T/2 (for them to be so would violate the f, >> p assumption). This can be shown by
contradiction. Suppose that the standard deviation of E is on the same order of magnitude
as T. That is,
• rTf2 F order ofT 2  order ofT =>
8; 2 2 2 o2
N1  order of T - order of f 2 a (2.36)2 Tfo
S- order of f02T
Since f, >> f by assumption, the last line above implies that >> o, i.e., the symbol
rate has to be much greater than the carrier frequency. It should be clear that no
conventional radio system employing a carrier could operate in this fashion and in any
event our analysis is valid only when T is an integer multiple of Y} . Thus the only way
the standard deviation of E (or p) could be large enough to perturb the signal locations
significantly is for P to be much larger, which violates our fo >> p assumption.
Thus, for all practical purposes the variables . and p are almost indistinguishable from
zero, and thus the probability of symbol error for the "genie" receiver is virtually
identical to that of the ideal receiver in AWGN alone. Namely the probability of error is
as given in (2.11), i.e.
Perrsym = 2d(e [4 (2.11)
which is derived from the decision regions as in Figure 2.10.
1At)
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Figure 2.10: "Almost" optimal decision regions in phase noisy case
In addition, since any higher-order QAM receiver would the same front-end structure as
Figure 2.7 the results extend similarly for M-QAM signal structures. The main result is
that, although phase noise in the carrier genuinely destroys the orthogonality of the
generator signals (the cosine and sine), in the radio communications problem this
deviation is so small as to be imperceptible if perfect carrier recovery is possible. On the
other hand, the preceding analysis would suggest that a baseband (or near baseband)
system, not subject to electromagnetic propagation constraints, might be severely affected
by an extremely phase noisy oscillator.
2.3 Performance with Partial Phase Tracking
In the preceding section we analyzed the performance of QPSK with a "genie" receiver in
which perfect coherent detection was possible. Most importantly we found that under the
constraints of f, and 0 suitable for radio communication, perfect knowledge of f, and
0(t) at the receiver allows performance virtually identical to the ideal receiver operating
with AWGN-only, even though the "in-phase" and "quadrature" channels are not
completely orthogonal as in the no phase noise case. The availability of such perfect side
information at the receiver is, of course, not realistic in most cases, therefore in this
section we will relax our assumption of perfect side information and consider how
performance is degraded if the receiver has only partial information about 0(t). We will
first consider performance when only the initial phase at the beginning of each symbol is
known, i.e., only the samples 0(t)It=iT are known. We will then extend this analysis to a
simple receiver that has N (N>1) samples of 0(t) available per symbol. As we would
expect, performance degrades significantly when very little information is known about
0(t), and improves has N increases.
2.3.1 Phase Known only at Sampling Instants
In a manner somewhat analogous to the discrete updating nature of decision-directed
carrier recovery, in this section we will consider the performance of the receiver in Figure
2.6 when f, is perfectly known, but 0(t) is known only at the sampling instants, i.e., the
samples {0(iT)} of the 0(t) process are all that is known about 0(t) at the receiver. This
"semi-coherent" receiver has a structure given in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: "Semi-coherent" QPSK receiver with partial phase noise information
In this receiver configuration the demodulating carriers, cos(2nfot + o(iT)) and
sin(2rfot + 0(iT)) are orthogonal, unlike the receiver studied in Figure 2.6. Thus our
additive noise samples after the samplers are independent and we can perform minimum-
distance decoding in the decision device without any further processing. The received
signal r(t) can be written as
r(t) = A cos(2fot + O(iT) + (t- iT) + Zm) + n(t) (2.37)
where we've expressed the phase noise O(t) as (iT) + (t - iT), where O(t - iT) represents
the innovations in the phase noise process from time iT to time t, and where n(t) is zero-
mean AWGN with two-sided spectral density o- Since we consider only single-symbol
detection, we can set i=O without loss of generality, thus define the initial phase O(iT)li=o
as a random variable ý, uniformly distributed over [0,27r) (modulo 27C), and we can write
r(t) as
r(t) = A cos(2fot + + (t)+m )+ n(t) (2.38)
Thus, the random variables r, and rs after the samplers can be expressed as
rc = r(t)cos(2nfot + 4)dt
T (2.39)
r, = r(t)sin(2fot +4)dt
The integrands in (2.39) can be expanded to
r(t)=y(t)+n(t)
r(t) cos(2nf t + ) = A cos(24t + 4+ (t) + m cos(2ft + 4)
= A cos((t)) cos(z m )) - A sin(D(t)) sin(m!) )+ n(t) cos(2fot + ) (2.40)
+ A cos(21r(2fo)t + 2o+ (t) + Zm)
and
r(t) sin(2rf t + =A sin((t)) cos zm) - cos(t)) sin(Zm,)) + n(t) sin(2fot + )
(2.41)
+ sin2(2fo)t + 24+ (t) + Zm(.
In Section 2.2 we showed that the integrals from 0 to T of the 2fo terms (i.e., the
last terms in both (2.40) and (2.41), which are essentially the same as , and p) are
essentially negligible for radio communications (fo >> P), thusfor our problem we can
write
rc A ()cos(tzc4)) m, sin( (t)) sin(zm) , + n(t) cos(2xfot + )dt
0 r(2.42)
A )ST4Zq ))
= 2co•sm •Jcos 9(t))dt - sin(Zm)) sin(O(t))dt +nc
and
A ZM A ( q) ,cosvktJut+ (2.43)rs • co ZmI sin(O(t))dt + sin Zm1 )f cos(t))dt +ns  (2.43)2 \ / Jo '' 2 0\ l J '
where nc and ns are independent, zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variance
N T. The remaining integrals are random variables in their own right, both derived from
the random process 9(t), thus they are not, in general, independent. Since they are
central to our analysis we will define them as
/c = cos( (t))dt
T (2.44)
us = sin ((t))dt
Later in this section we shall see that simplifications in the notation and analysis can be
made by normalizing these random variables by T, thus we also define
'c = -=- I co s(t) adt
P C T T J (t))dt (2.45)
/is= Ts  T sin (t))dt
Thus we can express rc and rs compactly as (treating the = as a strict equality for
convenience)
rc = AT coszmq) ) - sin(m) q ' + nc
(2.46)
rs = A co Zm}q) p' + sin Zmq, )'c + ns
As we saw with the variables s and p in the last section, the probability density functions
for the random variables a, and p'I seem to be difficult to evaluate explicitly. Thus we
will concentrate on evaluating their first and second moments to give us insight into the
problem at hand.
As a sanity check, note that in the case of no phase noise (O(t)=0) that 'I = 1 and
suu = 0, which reduces (2.46) to the expected result of the ideal receiver in AWGN-only.
Then, if we consider o(t) to be a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance
of 24n3t at t, we can evaluate the expected value of p' as
E[l'] = E cos((t))dt = E[cos(t))]dt (2.47)
where the inner expectation is given by
r(c)
cos((t))]= f cos(r)) e 4n6l td((r) (2.48)
E)(2 j26t
Thus,
E[ = -L e*dt = 1-e = 1-e-  (2.49)
To /0' 7
Note that in the limit of small T, E[, c ], 1, which is as we would expect. As T-+oo,
E[,] - = 12 which is not as we might expect. In an analogous manner, the expected
value of u,, is given by
E[p] = E Tsin((t))dt = f E sin((t))dt =0 (2.50)
since E[sin(X)] = 0 for any random variable X whose probability density function is
symmetric about X=0.
The second moments (thus the variances) are quite a bit more involved. In detail:
E[p2] = E[ sin((t))dt fsin(0(s))ds (2.51)
fT T 0 (2.51)
= fJ E[sin(D(t)) sin((s))]dtds
In a matter completely analogous to (2.22)-(2.24), we see that
E s 2 T f e-2r2 N ( -s)(1 -2(2r)2 Ns dtds
= 1 [24Z2 N 1T- e- 2 (2 ) 2 NIT +16e-2n N2 -151 (2.52)
48r 4 N T2
32 6y - 15 - e-2r + 16e - 2
Likewise,
E[p21 = 242T+e -2(2r) 2 NIT -2r 2N T-948c 4 2 2 24 +8e
N (2.53)
= 1[672-9+e-2 +8e-
3y,2
Exploring the limits on y, as y gets very small
E[2 3_ for y small (2.54)
And since the expected value of pI is zero, this is also the variance of . This serves as
a sanity check, since as the phase noise disappears, so does Var[ 1u ]. On the other hand,
in the limit of large y, Ep[ 2 32, which goes to zero with increasing y. Before
considering this rather odd result, we shall first consider the same limits for p . As y
gets very small
E[p 2] ~ and Var[P14O0 for ysmall (2.55)
as we would expect. In the limit of very large y, E[p 2] and Var[,p] .z which is also
expected, since for large phase noise the differences between the cosine and sine in
definitions of P, and p, dissipate. Now, we've shown that the variances for pC and yp
approach I in the limit of increasing y, which at first glance seems odd. Upon more
careful inspection, however, we notice that the mean of pC also approaches I in the
limit of increasing y (the mean of p, is zero, regardless of y). Thus, for large y the signal
point locations are very close to origin and with non-negligible variances this means that
the decision device basically has to guess, i.e., Perr,bit=2.
At this point one should notice that the means and variances of Pc and p; do not
depend on fo, unlike similar expressions for e and p in Section 2.2. Thus, we will not be
able to ignore the affects of these random variables on our problem as we could in the last
section. Since an explicit formulation of the probability density functions (including the
joint density function) still seems difficult, a MATLAB* simulation was constructed to
estimate the marginal density functions for lP and p, in order to get a better idea of their
behavior for various y regimes. Figures 2.12-2.17 show MATLAB-generated histograms
estimating f(PI) and f(pI) for small, moderate, and large values of y. In all cases, the
plots were generated using a Monte-Carlo algorithm of 5000 runs each.
For large y, both f(Pc) and f(pI) approach Gaussian densities, although they
will never be exactly Gaussian, even for very large y, since pI and p. are limited to be
between -1 and +1 (they are "truncated" Gaussians). In addition, we should again
emphasize that the variances for pc and p, actually decrease in the limit of large y, thus
MATLAB is a digital signal processing software package.
it is entirely possible for f(,uI) to be "narrower" for very large y than for small y. Thus,
the comparison between Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.14 is entirely accurate. Later, we will
show that y and up are uncorrelated, thus in the large y regime, they are approximately
independent since they are approximately Gaussian. For small y, we see that ul is also
approximately Gaussian. In this same regime, u is seen to have a density function that
is highly concentrated near +1, a fact we will later use to lower bound the error
probability of our receiver. For moderate y, the densities are quite different from the
other two extremes. The density of •; seems to be approximately uniform over a given
range, while the density of uc is something altogether different.
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In addition to the qualitative "feel" given by the MATLAB-generated histograms,
the first and second order statistics of pI and u, as functions of y, are graphed in Figure
2.18 and Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.18: E[4c] as a function of the "phase noise SNR," y
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Figure 2.19: Standard deviation of /p and p'u, along with E[ p]
Another important quantity to consider is the standard deviation of pc and p
normalized by the mean of u, , graphed in Figure 2.20. Note that as y increases, the ratio
approaches, then exceeds 1. This is the quantitative reason why the variances decreasing
Epc(y) 0.1
0.01 i : i I I I ri  ' ; ;
•42L3.11
LL.I
for increasing y does not bother us (i.e., the probability of error goes to V2 for large phase
noise, as expected). Thus in this region, as we will see explicitly shortly, it will be
virtually impossible to communicate reliably.
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Figure 2.20: Standard deviation of p4 and p4 normalized by E[/ c]
Up until this point we've paid extraordinary attention to the random variables PC
and g/, without paying any attention to the signal locations r. and rs expressed in (2.46).
However, since rc and rs depend linearly on p4 and p,, we've done this indirectly. The
expectations for r, and rs (conditional on Lmtq) ) are
E[rc I Lq)] = AT cos(zMq) )E[/('2]
(2.56
E[rs Zmq)] = sin(Zm ') )E[ pc]
The second moments (once again, conditional onmZq) ) are
E[rc2 m (q) 2 COmq ) 2 E , 2 + sin(mq) 2 E P2 + E n 2]
(AT)2 coasZ m q ) sin(Zm$q) )E[p cp' ]+ ATcos(L m ) )E[p ', ]E[nc ] (2.57
-AT sin(zm} q) )E[m I ]E[n]
(A4  [cosZmq) 2 E[c2 ]+ [sin(mq)) 2E[/2 ]+ E[n2]
since E[//u '] is given by
T :- p
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E[p'] = + f +Ecos (t)) sin((t))]dtds
= f f E[sin((t) + (s))] - E[sin((t) - D(s))]dtds (2.58)
=0
That is, the two random variables, /• and p; are uncorrelated since E[,u ]= 0.
Likewise, E[r I ZLmn)] is given similarly to (2.57) as
____) \1]2 1 () 2  21E[rs2l nI Z = (A co Zm)  2 Es 2  [ sin m iE[pi'l + E[n] (2.59)
Thus the variances are
A2 T 2  NoTVar[rc Z m~q = 0, ] = Var-[rs Zmq' =4 Varfp'; ] + (2.60)
Var[rci Lm q) = •]= Var[rsIm q ) = O,r] A2 T2 Var' + N T
Qualitatively, for small phase noise, the signal point projections rc and rs are close to the
their nominal (no phase noise) locations. Their sample values are in a region relatively
close to the nominal points, however, always of less energy (closer to the origin). As the
phase noise increases from zero, the expected position of the signal points move toward
the origin according to (2.56) and the variances as described in (2.60) , (2.54), and (2.55)
increase. The nature of the projection, however, maintains the bi-orthogonality of the
signal set; that is, for any given phase noise sample path and no AWGN, the two pairs of
signal points would lie on orthogonal axes (although without complete knowledge of the
phase noise the receiver does not know the exact orientation of those axes). Clearly since
the means of rc and rs are decreasing monotonically with the phase noise strength (y) and
the variances are increasing (for y<10 anyway), the performance of the system should
become progressively worse with higher y. We showed earlier through MATLAB
simulation results that the cumulative density functions of p1u and u I approach
"truncated" Gaussian densities as y increases, and since p, and p4u are uncorrelated they
become approximately independent for large y. In addition, from Figure 2.19 it is clear
that for y> 10 the variances of pc and p, become the same, thus the probability of error
in this case can be found directly (although we also know from the same figure that it's
going to be very poor). Using the same derivation as was used for (2.11) from Section
2.2,
Perr,sym = -
£1\= 1-Q
Now, the above equation was derived for the region of y>10, thus using Figure 2.19 we
can approximate (2.61). The second term in the denominator is a signal-to-noise ratio
type term; even if Es/No->oo the probability of error would be at least [1- Qi = 0.36,
and more for larger y (using Figure2.20). As we expected this is very poor, thus in the
next section we will consider more reasonable values of y.
2.3.1.1 Error Probabilities when Phase Known only at Sampling Instants
Given the difficulties in finding the probability density functions for pc and t, we are
restricted in our ability to find exact expressions for the probability of symbol error.
However, as with the example of very large phase noise just shown, we can also bound
the probability of error for small amounts of phase noise. For y<0.1 for example, it is
clear from our MATLAB simulations that p, is approximately a Gaussian random
variable, zero-mean, with the variance given in equation (2.52). Note that for y<O. 1, the
standard deviation is less than 0.2, and thus the approximation with a Gaussian density is
quite good since the amount of probability in the tails is very small. In addition, we can
note that in this case, the probability density function for p, is heavily concentrated near
one, and although we do not propose any particular approximation for the probability
density function, we can calculate the probability of error given p , and then average
over all possible #p. To do this, we need to make the approximation that 1p and pI are
independent. This seems reasonable since for small y the variance of pc is very small,
that is, the error in our approximation will be small since uc is with high probability very
close to one. In addition, because of the symmetry of the problem, we can assume
without loss of generality that the ZLm q) = 0 symbol is sent. Specifically, we can write
Perr,sym = Pr(Irs I > rc)= 2 Pr(rs > rc) (2.62)
where the second equality is possible because of the symmetry of the probability density
function of rs about zero (and also from the fact that we've assumed rc>O). Writing in
terms of 1p, p, no, and ns, this becomes
Perr,sym = 2 Pr(L +ns >41- p' +nc)
= 2 Pr( L p > ApL +nc -ns) (2.63)
= 2 Pr- ps > pc + n
where n1 - N(O,' ) and is independent from u4 and p,. Using our assumption of Pl
being approximately Gaussian, given a particular value of p,
Perr,sym(c)=2Pr(Z -nl > A~Tc)
=42Q E1 2P,,C J (2.64)Ep A2p
,2
where we've defined Es in the usual way, i.e., Es = A•_. Noting that the Q(x) function is
convex for positive arguments, i.e., the second derivative is positive for all x>O, we can
use Jensen's inequality [18], to lower bound the probability of error. Jensen's inequality
says that if f(x) is a convex function, and X is a random variable with an expectation then
E[f(X)]2 f(E[X]) (2.65)
Since the probability of error in (2.64) is a Q-function, and we've already assumed
that pc > 0, then the probability of error is a convex function of uc and thus
Perr,sym = E [Perr,sym (' )] 2Q E[•]N (2.66)
which is valid for y<0.1 as mentioned previously. Substituting in the expressions for
E[p,] and E[42], (2.66) becomes
Perrsym - (2.67)
Making the small y assumption for the exponential terms, i.e., replacing them with
X
2 
+
3
ex + + x , the expression above reduces to
S6-3y
Perr,sym > 2Q 6 - 3  (2.68)6 +2y
Note that for y->O, the above expression reduces to that of the no phase noise case
(equation (2.12)) as we would expect. Figure 2.21 shows the probability of symbol error
as a function of -- for various values of y.
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Figure 2.21: Lower bound on probability of symbol error for y<O.1
As Figure 2.21 shows, even for relatively small amounts of phase noise, the
probability of symbol error increases significantly. In addition, we should remark that
these are lower bounds under relatively loose assumptions, thus the probability of error
might be significantly higher. As an example, consider the y=0.1 case. The "phase noise
penalty," that is, the amount of increased signal energy needed for the same error
performance as the AWGN-only case, is greater than 5.5 dB at a Perr,,, = 10-5. Just to
illustrate what kind of linewidths (P) our y's imply, y=0.1 corresponds to a linewidth of
16 Hz when the symbol rate is 1000 symbols/sec, 160 Hz when the symbol rate is 10,000
symbols/sec, etc. Thus, for high data rate communications, this means we can withstand
a higher linewidth. Of course, implicit in this statement is a better estimation of our
phase noisy carrier, since we've assumed perfect estimation of the phase at one time
during the symbol (the beginning), thus with more symbols/sec, our estimation is better.
In the next section we'll address this estimation issue, by considering performance when
the receiver has multiple phase estimates per symbol.
,2.3.2 Phase Known at N points per Symbol
In the last section we considered the performance of a receiver with perfect phase
estimation at one point -- the beginning of each symbol. In this section we will consider
how much performance can be improved if we have available perfect phase estimation at
N equally spaced points within each symbol, i.e., O(iT), 0(iT+T/N), ... 0((i+l)T-T/N) are
known perfectly at the receiver. This is somewhat unrealistic in the sense of a buildable
receiver, but the performance of this receiver provides a bound to the performance of any
receiver that estimates the phase of the carrier at multiple points during each symbol. A
continuous example of this type of carrier recovery circuit is a phase-locked loop (PLL),
which provides phase estimates continuously through each symbol. At the other end of
the spectrum is a decision-directed carrier recovery loop which is representative of the
kind of estimation performance analyzed in the last section.
Our receiver structure is basically be the same as that in Figure 2.11, with the
exception that we change the phase in the correlators N times per symbol, the pulse shape
p(t) is a rectangular pulse of length T/N, and the sampling occurs N times per symbol. In
addition, the processing in the decision box is different, since we now have 2N samples
per symbol (as opposed to 2 samples per symbol as in Section 2.3.1). Without making
any claims to optimality, we analyze perhaps the simplest decision device possible,
namely one that simply adds the samples to form an "average" estimate of the signal
point transmitted (this is quite similar to the "double filtering" described in [6]).
Assuming without loss of generality that Zm~q) = 0, the samples at the input of the
decision device are
A
rc, Tc +nc (2.69)
rs,i = s,i +ns, for i= 1,2..N
where n,i and ns, N(0,-) and are independent. The random variables uc,i and p,,
are similarly defined by replacing T with T/N in (2.44). Note that some care must be
taken in properly normalizing the variables uc,i and Ps,, correctly, so we will deal with
the unnormalized variables here and take care of the normalization later. Thus, the mean
of pu,i is still zero, and the mean of uc,i is given by
E[Pc,ji•= 1- e - -f ) = 1 (
Likewise, the variances are given by
and
12r 2 2 [ y 2
ar1l'tci 12•r2 f22 1+e--
e2Ne- Y
15-e +16e15-e N +16e 2N1
12e
-12e W +32e 2N
Denoting re and rs to be the sum of rc,i and rs,i over each symbol respectively, we see that
N N
E[rc Ercj E=ci
i=l i=1
AN 1 r(2.73)
2 1E e 2;Nei
AT(2N -e r,
2 y
while E[rs]= 0 . The variances are given similarly,
N
Var[rs] = Var[rs,i1
i=l
N4N
i=1
-A2 1 2,, Y + NOT
=N ) 12fLp2 -15 - N + 16e iN
=N 15-e N +16e 2N - T122N2 N 4(AT2 N 67' 215-e & +16 2 r " "] + °
- 3- . -N 4
and
Var[rc = Var[rc,= Var[ c,i +
(2.75)
=(A N 2y y1NOTAT 2  6 21+e N -12e ± +32e 2+2 N 4
(2.70)
(2.71)
(2.72)
(2.74)
Now, we can make similar definitions for normalized random variables, /•,i and 1,i ,
that is, normalizing pc, and ps,i by T (note: not T/N), then
E[ ci] 1-e 2N
21 62 y 1VarN 6,r= 21+e W -12e W +32e 2N (2.76)
3( 2 y
Var,[u 63 ]- 15--e ]v +16e 2N
and we can rewrite equations (2.73)-(2.75) as
E[rc] = -2 NE P ,i
Var[ ( AT 2 NVar[uc,i ]I+ (2.77)
Var[r, ] = 2 NVar[I +
Now, since the variables p~,i are independent (since 0(t) is an independent increments
process) and can be approximated as Gaussian for small y/N, then their sum is also
Gaussian, with the variance given in (2.76). Under these assumptions, we can bound the
probability error in a manner completely analogous to that in Section 2.3.1.1.
2.3.2.1 Error Probabilities When Phase Known at N points per Symbol
Under the assumption that we have phase estimates often enough so that the phase does
not wander too much between any successive estimates (that is, y/N <0.1) then we can
lower bound the error probability in the same manner as Section 2.3.1.1. Thus,
Perr,sym = Pr(rs I > rc) = 2 Pr(rs > rc) (2.78)
where rc and rs are as defined as in section 2.3.2 as the sum of rc,i's and rs,i's, respectively.
Thus, the probability of error, given P/4" , is
N N N
Perr,sym ci = 2 Pr , -n I > - .c,i
,i=l i=l i=l
=2Q
N Va N
Pc,i (2.79)
NVar[ u.s,i I
Then by the convexity of Q(x) for x>0 and Jensen's inequality, we can lower bound the
error probability as
Perrsym -
(N -e 2N (2.80)
Y 15-e N +16e 2N
Sx
2  E,
which by approximating the exponentials with e x 1+ x + t+ , can be simplified to
Perr,sym 2- (2.81)
which, again, is valid for y/N<O. 1. If we keep y/N fixed, and let N-+oo, the lower bound
on the probability of symbol error approaches
2-lim Perr,sm = 2Q - (2.82)
Sfixed, N-•oo 2 NO
which, perhaps not surprisingly, doesn't quite approach the phase noise free case
(equation (2.12)), except approximately if y/N<<2. However, since this limit was derived
under the assumption that y/N<0. 1, it is very close. Figure 2.22 shows the dependence on
N for fixed y/N ratio. For higher values of N, the receiver takes advantage of the
increased averaging, thus decreasing the variability of the signal point locations due to
phase noise.
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Figure 2.22: Probability of symbol error for fixed Y
Figure 2.23 shows the performance for fixed y, also taking advantage of the averaging by
having more estimates of the phase at points within the symbol.
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Figure 2.23: Probability of symbol error for fixed y
At this point is should be clear that an improvement can be made to the receiver of
Section 2.3.1 by using the knowledge of the phase noise at the beginning of the next
symbol and correlating backward in time to the middle of the symbol. Thus, with a
change in processing (and perhaps necessitating off-line (non-real-time) processing) the
performance of the receiver with only 1 sample of 0(t) per symbol can be made
equivalent to that of the N=2 line shown in Figure 2.23. A similar improvement of the
receiver in this section can be made if off-line processing is allowed.
Note that the error performance in Figure 2.23 gets better with larger N at a faster
rate than in Figure 2.22, due to the "phase noise SNR" (y) being constant rather than the
y/N ratio. This is due to the fact that holding y constant as N increases means that the
phase is allowed to wander less and less with increasing N, as opposed to when y/N is
constant. In this case as N-*oo, the probability of symbol error approaches that of the
phase noise free case.
2.4 Results and Discussion
In this chapter we have shown, through the representative QPSK case, that QAM-type
signaling is not appreciably degraded by phase noise if the phase noise process is known
perfectly at the receiver (at least in the radio case; a baseband system would behave
differently). This result is true even though the presence of phase noise in the transmitter
removes the orthogonality between the in-phase and quadrature carriers. On the other
hand, we have also shown that limited knowledge of the phase noise process at the
receiver can result in a fairly severe increase in the SNR required to maintain the same
probability of error as in the AWGN-only case. This phase noise penalty was shown to
be greater than 5 dB at a Perr,sym of 10-5 for y as small as 0.1, even when perfect knowledge
of the phase noise process at the beginning of each symbol was known at the receiver.
These results indicate that if severe phase noise is unavoidable in the transmitter,
accurate carrier recovery (i.e., good estimation of the phase noise process) is essential at
the receiver. One way of accomplishing this would be to send along a reference signal (a
pilot tone) with the standard QAM signal solely for the purpose of allowing better
estimation of 0(t). This was proposed in [6] for optical communications systems and has
been implemented in several radio systems, for example Qualcomm's IS-95 cellular radio
system [19]. The main disadvantage of such a scheme is the additional energy needed to
transmit such a signal, and the fact that the reference signal is corrupted by AWGN, thus
carrier recovery can not be ideal. In [6] it was shown that the increase in energy need not
be 3 dB to add such a signal (i.e., the reference signal need not be as strong as the
modulated signal), thus if the phase noise penalty is greater than 3 dB without the
reference signal, this might be a reasonable alternative. In analytic terms, such a scheme
has many similarities to a differential scheme, since the information is essentially
contained in the difference between the reference signal and the modulated signal. In
many cases, especially if transmitter power is at a premium, sending a reference signal
might not be an alternative. In this case, the analysis in this section shows that accurate
intra-symbol carrier recovery is necessary for good performance. Thus, decision-directed
schemes that update the phase of the local oscillator in the receiver once per symbol
would not be appropriate.
It should be noted that the estimation of symbol error probabilities in this chapter
was only possible in several limited cases. In order to characterize the symbol error
probability more fully, the joint and marginal probability density functions of s, p, ' ,
and y would be needed. In particular the density functions of p I, and Up for moderate
values of y (0.1 to 10) would be needed. In addition, if we were analyzing a system where
f, is not much greater than 0, then the density functions for E and p would also be
needed. Since these variables involve integrals of non-linear functions of 0(t), this seems
to be a formidable task. In fact, the closest analogy to show the difficulty in deriving
theses distributions can be seen in [6], where an approximation to the density of
uc 2 +,s 2 was derived more than 20 pages.
As a general conclusion we should point out that the results in this chapter and the
preceding discussion do not really apply to an information-theoretic point of view. The
real problem in lowering the probability of symbol error is to accurately estimate the
phase noise process, which one can look upon as additional "information" added to the
signal at the transmitter. Thus, if the phase noise process is sufficiently noisy, the amount
of information in the phase noise process may be greater than the capacity of the AWGN
channel. Thus, an information theorist would then conclude that accurate carrier recovery
is beyond the ability of any receiver, and even with the most sophisticated codes it may
not be possible to send the intended data at rates even much less than the capacity of the
channel. This concept is beyond the scope of this chapter, but is pointed out to show the
limitations of this type of analysis.
3. Detection of Pulse-Position Modulation Signals
As stated in the introduction the goal of this thesis is to consider the effects of a phase
noisy oscillator on the low-power radio communications problem. In this chapter we
consider the effect of such an oscillator on a communications system proposed by Pulson
Communications [26]. The Pulson system approaches the problem of low-power
differently than other modulation schemes (for example those in reference [17]). Instead
of using a continuously transmitting modulation scheme, Pulson proposes a digital pulse-
position modulation (PPM) system with pulse repetition intervals on the order of
microseconds and pulse widths on the order of nanoseconds. Thus, low-power operation
is attained in the average sense, since even with high peak power during each pulse
transmission, the vast majority of time the transmitter is not transmitting a pulse.
Modulation of this type leads to a system more akin to radar than a traditional
communications system, and as such is not as widely studied in the communications
literature.
Simple analysis [26] shows that the power spectrum of such a signal has a
significant bandwidth on the order of hundreds to thousands of megahertz, thus is termed
an ultrawideband system. In addition, since pulse-position modulation carries
information in the time position of the pulse, timing accuracy is of prime importance in
considering the performance of the system. Since timing in this type of system is likely
derived from an phase noisy oscillator, there will be errors caused by the phase noise
process manifesting itself through inaccuracies in the transmitter's clock. It is this facet
that will interest us.
Section 3.1 discusses in detail how a phase noisy reference oscillator can cause
timing jitter in the system. Section 3.2 discusses optimal (in the sense of minimizing
probability of error) receiver structures and their performance when only one sample is
taken during for each possible pulse location. That is, a projection is made through linear
filtering for each possible location and the decision device uses the resulting scalar
projection variables to render a decision. Representative examples using both rectangular
and sin(x)/x-type pulses are used as illustrations. For the rectangular pulse in particular,
suboptimal receiver structures, suggested by the structure of the optimal receiver, are
studied. Section 3.3 discusses optimal (in maximum likelihood fashion) receiver
structures, when estimation of the pulse location is attempted. Detailed analysis is
limited because of the difficulties in accurately characterizing the probability density
function of the pulse location estimate. However, an approximation to the probability of
error is derived under several basic assumptions.
3.1 Phase Noise Manifestation as Timing Jitter
Pulse-position modulation does not use a continuous carrier to transmit, hence it does not
make sense to consider phase noise of the type considered in Chapters 1 and 2. Instead,
phase noise affects the system through a reference oscillator which influences directly the
timing accuracy of the system "clock." For simplicity we assume the clock is derived by
counting the number of zero-crossings of a reference oscillator. This is a reasonable
assumption since quartz oscillators at 5 MHz and 10 MHz are incredibly common and
given than there are two zero crossings per cycle of a sinusoidal waveform, we have
timing accurate (at a minimum) to the tenths of a microsecond (more sophisticated timing
circuits based on this reference oscillator can attain sub-nanosecond accuracy).
Consider a sinusoidal waveform with phase noise, i.e.,
s(t) = cos(2nfTt + 9(t)) (3.1)
If the nominal (not accounting for the addition of data to the pulse location) interval
between pulses is TpRI, then a zero-crossing timer will cue the transmission of the next
pulse when M = T%!l = 2fTTpR1 zero crossings are counted. In the phase noisy case the
/ •T
time of the pulse's transmission is determined by the sample path of the phase noise
process since the last pulse. That is, the phase noise present in the reference signal s(t)
will manifest itself in the modulation as a timing jitter of the pulse location. It is our goal
in this section to quantify this timing jitter.
s(t)
.......
X
TPRI
Figure 3.1: Illustration of timing jitter resulting from a
phase noisy reference signal
Let r be the actual time of the pulse transmission (as determined by M zero-crossings in
the phase noisy s(t)), and let the variable x in Figure 3.1 be the timing jitter variable we
wish to characterize ( TpRI = r + x ). If we assume 0(t) is the same type of Brownian
motion process considered in Chapters 1 and 2, then we can determine the probability
density function fx(x) of x. We assume that the zero-crossings are actually crossings of a
threshold above and below zero (to eliminate the many zero-crossings that might occur
due to phase noise when the s(t) is near zero due to 0(t)). In addition, we assume the
phase noise process is sufficiently weak so that the waveform s(t) still roughly resembles
a sinusoid, i.e., it's power spectrum is still fairly concentrated around fT. For small Ax,
Pr(x <_ X < x + Ax) = fx (x)Ax (3.2)
A timing error of x seconds corresponds to a phase error of +21rfrx radians, hence the left
side of the above equation can be expressed as
Pr(x 5 X < x + Ax) = Pr(2rfrx 5 O(r) < 2;rfT(x + Ax)) (3.3)
Thus,
Pr(2EfTx • O(TpRI + x) < 2 fTx + (2fTAx)) fO (T,+x) (2xfTx)[2nfTx]
fT2x2 (3.4)
__ fT. e 2 I(TrpR+xT) A
2n(TPRI + x)
Since TpRi>>x for any reasonable value of N 1, in (3.4) we can approximate Tppj + x ; Tppj.
In other words, we expect no appreciable phase change between TpmI + x and Tp, . Thus,
x can be reasonably approximated as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
variance NITP:M
x
2
1 2NITP( PR)fx (x) e (3.5)
Some of the typical values for the system we are considering are TpRlI0O sec,
P=2NTN 1 l-1000 Hz, and fT=5 MHz. Using these values the standard deviation of x is on
the order of
8x10 -11 < x <8x10- 9  (3.6)
Since our pulses are on the order of 1 nanosecond (10-9) it is clear that timing jitter with
these statistics will cause an increase in the probability of error above what one would
expect in with AWGN-only.
Summarizing, the key result is that under some reasonable approximations the
probability density function of the timing jitter, x, for a zero-crossing derived clock is
Gaussian with zero-mean and variance NTp. As we would expect, the variance of the
timing jitter increases with increasing linewidth (P=27tN1) and pulse repetition interval
(TpRI). In addition, the variance decreases with increasing fT, since increasing fT
improves the timing precision of the clock by allowing more zero-crossings within a
given time period.
3.2 Performance of Single Sample Receivers
It is a common to assume in introductory analysis of digital communications systems that
both carrier recovery and timing recovery are perfect (for example, in [ 18],[19],[20], and
[22]). In the PPM system under consideration in this chapter there is no carrier in the
normal sense, thus carrier recovery is not an issue. Timing recovery, on the other hand, is
at the very heart of the system we are considering. If timing recovery is perfect, then the
effects ofjitter are completely removed from the communications system and the analysis
reduces to the classic case. As background we will study such a system first, in Section
3.2.1, and note the resulting optimal receiver is a matched filter plus a sampler. Without
perfect timing recovery, however, the optimal receiver is not as easy to derive. Under the
restriction of allowing only one sample per possible pulse location (single-sample), we
are constraining the subspaces onto which we are allowed to project the incoming signal.
This is a logical extension, however, since the optimal receiver with perfect timing
recovery only needs one sample per possible pulse location. Under the single-sample
constraint we find that a "modified" matched filter, which incorporates the probability
density function fx(x), followed by a single sample for each possible pulse location, is the
optimal receiver.
3.2.1 Optimal PPM Receiver with no Timing Jitter
As a baseline from which to compare our later analysis, we present a short tutorial on
binary PPM and the optimal receiver structure when AWGN is the only impairment.
First note that with proper pulse shapes and locations for the two possible symbols, PPM
is an orthogonal modulation scheme. For example, this can be accomplished with
rectangular pulses such as in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Possible pulses for binary PPM
Defining a pulse shape p(t) as
t) =1 for0_t<Tpw (3.7)
10 for all other t
then it is clear that the pulses in Figure 3.2 can be written as
so(t) = Ap(t + Tpw) (3.8)
sl (t) = Ap(t)
These pulses are clearly orthogonal since they do not overlap in time. One should also
note that the pulses could be separated by a guard time (i.e., one pulse could extend from
-Tpw-8 to -8 and the other from 8 to Tpw+8) and they would still be orthogonal, and the
performance, as we shall see shortly (in the absence of timing jitter), is the same. The
optimal receiver for this signal set is well known (for example, see [28]) and amounts to
filtering the received signal with a time-reversed rectangular pulse, h(t)=p(-t), and
sampling at the appropriate times. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Matched filter receiver for binary PPM
The sampling times to and tl are determined by the actual pulses so(t) and sl(t). For the
example of the pulses in Figure 3.2, to=-Tpw, tl=0, and the delay variable B is Tpw. If
there was a guard time in between the pulses, it would be reflected in the sampling times
and the delay variable B. For M-ary PPM modulation in AWGN-only, the only
modification necessary is to add more sampling time branches to Figure 3.3 and to pick
the largest of the Ri in the decision device. This is, of course, for an uncoded system,
since hard decisions are made as to what symbol was received. A soft decision receiver
would instead pass all the Ri along to the decoder and a decision would be made at a
(possible distant) future time as to the most likely symbol sent, given any coding added to
the symbol stream. In the following discussion we will focus on hard decision receivers.
For binary PPM in AWGN-only, assuming equiprobable bits, the probability of
(bit) error can be found exactly [18]:
Perr = Pr(Ro > RllIsl(t) sent)
= Pr(no > si +nl s,(t) sent) (3.9)
= Pr(n > slsl (t) sent)
where n- N(O, NoTpw) and sl = ATpw. Thus,
PerI sT ATpW E (3.10)
Vr N Tpw vF No TpI
where E = A2 Tpw . This result is valid for any binary PPM system, with or without
guard times between the pulses in each symbol epoch, or even for pulses with guard
times between symbol epochs. (By symbol epoch we mean the time period around each
nominal transmission time where pulses are allowed to be transmitted, and to some extent
the additional time the receiver may choose to look over to accommodate timing jitter
added to the pulse locations.)
In the case where there are M possible pulse locations per symbol epoch (M-ary
PPM), we still have a M-ary orthogonal signal set. Typically the error probability in this
case is not found exactly, but rather is upper bounded using the union bound. Using the
union bound, the probability of symbol error is [18]
Perr,sym (M- 1)J (3.11)
Again, this probability of symbol error is unchanged by the insertion or lack of guard
times between symbols within each symbol epoch, or between symbol epochs. In
addition, although we used rectangular pulses for illustration, any orthogonal signal set
would yield the same result, including sin(x)/x-type pulses (ideal bandlimited pulses) that
are discussed in later sections.
3.2.2 Optimal Single-Sample PPM Receiver with Timing Jitter and AWGN
The addition of a second noise source, namely timing jitter, significantly changes the
reception and signal set design problem. Whereas the previous section's receiver could
be viewed as having perfect timing recovery (thus eliminating all timing jitter from the
signal) the receiver in this section can be viewed as one with imperfect timing recovery.
In addition, the previous section's analysis noted that the presence or lack of guard times
did not change the probability of error. With the inclusion of timing jitter and imperfect
timing recovery information, however, the insertion of guard times between pulses in the
signal set changes the probability of error.
The receiver described in this section is the logical extension of the one described
in Figure 3.3, i.e., the optimal receiver in the presence of AWGN-only. Namely, we take
the incoming signal, project it onto one of M possible signal directions and declare the
direction with the largest projection as the one corresponding to the most likely symbol
sent by the transmitter. Thus, we will derive the optimal linear filter for such a receiver
when timing jitter and AWGN are present, such that only M samples (thus the term
"single-sample," since only one sample is taken for each possible pulse (symbol)
location) of the output of the filter are used in the decision device.
Foreshadowing the results that follow, it would seem intuitive that for a
rectangular pulse p(t), an improvement in the probability of error could be made by
widening h(t) in Figure 3.3, which is equivalent to integrating the incoming signal over a
longer time. Then, small amounts of timing jitter would not cause a decrease in the signal
component (sl) at the sampler, while the resulting increase in the AWGN components (no
and nl) might still be acceptable. Clearly this approach is ad hoc, but we will see that
under certain the circumstances the optimal receiver has a very similar structure. This
suboptimal receiver structure will be studied in more detail in Section 3.2.3.
The derivation of the optimal linear filter with single-sampling in the presence of
timing jitter is similar to pulse amplitude estimation in the presence of random time delay
in the channel, which is a problem that has been examined in [28]. In [28] it is shown
that minimizing the mean-square error in the estimation of the pulse amplitude can be
achieved via a "matched filter," where the matched filter (h(t)) is the time-reversed pulse
shape appropriately modified by the probability density function of the timing jitter.
To modify the analysis in [28] to meet our needs, we only need only change a few
details. Namely, we recognize that a PPM signal set is basically equivalent to a
degenerate sequence of pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) symbols. That is, for each
possible pulse location, the pulse is either there or not, thus detection of that pulse
corresponds to the detection of the degenerate PAM case of on-off keying (OOK). Thus,
the filter we derive minimizes the mean-squared error of the estimation of the pulse
amplitude, and hence whether the pulse is present at each possible pulse location. A
block diagram of the receiver is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Optimal single-sample matched filtering in timing jitter and AWGN
Summarizing the derivation of the optimal filter h(t), the signal r(t) is projected on
the signal directions {h(to-kr-t) for 0OkM-1 } where k represents the possible pulse
location index, and to-kT represents the sampling time. The variables after sampling, i.e.,
{Rk}, are the estimates of the pulse amplitude during each possible pulse location. If h(t)
is the optimal linear filter then
(Rk -a)Lr(t) for allt, k (3.12)
that is, this represents the minimum mean-squared error criterion. The random variable a
represents the true amplitude of the pulse in location k, and is equal to A when pulse
location k is sent and zero when any other location is sent. Thus, assuming equiprobable
inputs, Pr(a = A) = Y/M and Pr(a = 0) = M-f/ . Without loss of generality we will focus on
only the top branch of the receiver in Figure 3.4 (further assuming to=0). Thus, the
orthogonality of r(t) to the error (Rk-a) can be expressed as
Er(t)(a - fr(r)h(r)dr = 0 for all t (3.13)
where the expectation is over a and the jitter variable x. Equation (3.13) can be rewritten
as
E[r(t)a] = E[ r(t)r(r)h(r)d] (3.14)(3.14)
= JE[r(t)r(r)]h(r)dr
The left side of (3.14) can be simplified,
. ~ ~ t decision....
E[r(t)a] = E[a2 p(t - x)]+ E[a]E[n(t)] (3.15)
= E[a2] Jp(t -x)f X(x)dx
The expectation inside the integral in (3.14) can be rewritten as
E[r(t)r(r)]= E[a2p(t - x)p(r - x)] +knn (t -r)
= E[a2] p(t-x)p(r-x)f(x)d + knn(t-r) (3.16)
where knn (t - r) is the autocorrelation function of the additive noise, n(t) (which is
assumed to be stationary and zero-mean). Substituting (3.16) and (3.15) into (3.14),
E[a2] fp(t- x)fx (x)dx = JE[a2] p(t - x)p(r - x)fx (x)h(r)d + knn (t - r) h(r)dr
(3.17)
= E[a21] J p(t - x)p(r- x)fx (x)h(r)dxdr + knn (t - r)h(r)dr
Rewriting (3.17) as series of convolutions,
(P* fx )(t) = [((h* PB)" fx)* p](t) + 1 (knn *h)(t) (3.18)
E[a2
where (x* y)(t) is the convolution of x and y, with the resulting signal a function of t. In
addition, we've defined PB(t)=p(-t). Taking the Fourier transform of both sides of (3.18),
we get
P(f)Fx (f) = (H(f)P * (f)* Fx (f))P(f) + Knn(f)H(f) (3.19)
E[a2]
If we choose our pulse, p(t) to be an ideal bandlimited pulse, i.e.,
sin( T/glt)
p(t) = (3.20)
IrTFpwt
then P(f) = Tpw for If I <I TA½ and is zero for all other f. From (3.19), this forces H(f) to
also be bandlimited to frequencies below I Tp, . If we further assume AWGN,
K, (f) = N1 , then (3.19) simplifies to
S(f)No0 M 1Fx(f)= H(f)* TpwFx(f)+ 2(f)N I for fl-1 (3.21)
2A 2TPW ) 2TpW
where we have used the fact that E[a2]= AM. Even more simplification is possible if we
assume that the "bandwidth" of Fx(f) is much smaller than that of P(f), i.e., that the
typical jitter is much more than Tpw. Then (3.21) is approximately valid for If > I Tj ,
and we can take the inverse Fourier transform of (3.21) to solve for h(t). That is, h(t) is
given by
h(t) = 1 x (t) (3.22)
TPw a - 1 +fx(t)
where a is a signal-to-additive noise type term, and is defined as
2A 2 TP2W 2Tpw Es
a = (3.23)MNo  M No
In Section 3.1 we showed that the probability density function of x, fx(t) is zero-
mean Gaussian, with a variance of N, pT . A quick analysis of (3.22) shows that for small
a, h(t) will be approximately f fx (t) and that for large a, h(t) is approximately 1/Tpw
over the range where afx (t) >> 1. The impulse response h(t) is shown for various values
of a in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Optimal filter impulse response, h(t), for various values of a
(sin(x)/x pulse shape and Gaussian timing jitter)
What this means is that for small signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), the optimal receiver
basically tries to "look" only where the pulse is most likely to be in order to decrease the
amount of AWGN entering the decision device. Because of the low SNR, integrating
over a large effective time, while increasing the ability to find a time jittered pulse, would
et in too much AWGN to offset the gain in detection of the jitter.
For large signal-to-noise ratios, the optimal receiver basically filters with
something that looks like a unit-amplitude rectangular pulse, where the width of the pulse
increases with higher SNR. Since filtering with a rectangular pulse is equivalent to
integration over the time-duration of the pulse, this says that the receiver basically tries to
extract as much energy from the (jittered) pulse as it can. Since the SNR is already high
by assumption, the lengthening of the integration does not substantially increase the
AWGN components at the decision device. In the limit of infinitely high SNR, the ideal
receiver would thus integrate over the entire time axis to estimate the pulse amplitude. In
the PPM case, however, this lengthening of the integration time is limited since otherwise
the receiver would wind up detecting other pulse locations and incorrectly outputting
their estimated amplitude in the wrong pulse location bin. The effect of increasing the
integration time is essentially what is discussed in the suboptimal receiver section,
Section 3.2.3.
Calculating the probability of (symbol) error for this receiver is a formidable task.
It should be clear from the preceding discussion that if the pulses are very close together,
although orthogonal, filtering by h(t) might cause the noise components ni at the decision
device to become dependent. This is caused by the fact that the implementation in Figure
3.4 with one filter and a bank of samplers is equivalent to a bank of time delayed replicas
of h(t) as filters followed by sampling all at the same time. Thus, unless the time-delayed
replicas h(t) are orthogonal, the ni will not be independent. In the preceding example, the
ni are never strictly independent, since the support ofh(t), is in actuality, infinite.
However, since the values of h(t) for t very far from its peak (the "middle") are very
small, an approximation to the ideal filter h(t) could be made that allows the ni to be
independent. That is, if the variance of fx(t) is small enough, or in case of large ca, if the
region where fx(t) >> a-1 is small enough (this is the part of h(t) approaching one, i.e.,
the "flat-topped" part) we could assume the ni are approximately independent.
Even with the approximation that the additive noise components are independent,
however, the task of calculating the probability of symbol error is still difficult. This is
evident from the fact that the probability density function for the signal component in the
branch(s) containing the signal has not been found. In fact this probability density is
rather hard to find, as is shown in [28], and in general only the variance of the signal
component is available. Thus, any probability of error analysis relying solely on the
variance would most likely be limited to use of the Chebyshev Inequality which is too
weak to be meaningful. Therefore, we will concentrate our attention to evaluating the
performance of the receiver suggested by the optimal h(t) found in the high SNR case,
namely an integrator followed by a bank of samplers.
3.2.3 Suboptimal Receiver Performance
The results from the last section show that in the region of high Es/No (SNR), the optimal
single-sample receiver is essentially an integrator. Thus, in this section we will consider
the performance of such an integrator receiver over all Es/No ranges.
For our analysis in this section we will assume a rectangular pulse (p(t), as defined
in (3.7)) for convenience, although the results should be similar for a sin(x)/x-type pulse.
As noted before, in the presence of substantial timing jitter, putting the pulses "back-to-
back" (as in Figure 3.2) makes them vulnerable to errors. Thus, with no other users
sharing the medium, it would be advantageous to move the pulses apart by a distance
such it would be unlikely that timing jitter would cause a "cross-over" error. In the
multiple-user case, however, the solution is not so clear since separating the pulses makes
less time available for other users to transmit, but this is beyond the scope of our analysis.
We will proceed with systems based on the "back-to-back" signaling scheme, and will
later consider what happens if the pulses are separated by a guard time.
The integrator receiver is essentially the same as that in Figure 3.3, however, we
will show the structure from a different point-of-view to emphasize the integration aspect.
We will first consider the performance of the receiver when the AWGN is negligible,
then add in the effects of the AWGN later. This receiver will be composed of a series of
"gates" matched to the signals { sm(t)} (=Ap(t-mTpw)). That is, each "gate" will integrate
the incoming signal over non-overlapping time periods of Tpw and compare the resulting
variables {Ri}, deciding that the branch with the largest Ri represents the symbol that was
sent. If we denote the received signal with timing jitter as r(t), then the receiver is given
as in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Integration receiver for M-ary PPM signal set
The probability of error for M=2 (binary case) is given as
Perr = Pr(errorlso(t) sent) = Pr(X _ -P-) + [Pr(X _ -Tpw)- Pr(X _ 2Tpw)] (3.24)
where the second terms are due to "guesses" made if the pulse does not land in either of
the two gates. Using the fact that we know x is approximately Gaussian (zero-mean,
variance of TRI ) as given in Section 3.1, the probability error is
Perr TPWT 1 Q( TPWfT 2Tpw f (3.25)2 I ) 2 ý1
24Nlr, p ÷2••Nr----- (4Nlr (3
----- ---- 
For M>2 the probability of error is somewhat more complicated, taking into account the
differences between pulses in the "middle" and pulses at the "edges" of the symbol
epoch. In addition, the terms relating to "guesses" made if the pulse is jittered out of the
symbol epoch entirely become quite complicated for large M.
Now, as mentioned previously, if we separate the pulses by a guard time we may
improve probability of error performance at the expense of slightly altering the power
spectrum of the signal. Consider the binary case as an example. By expanding the gate
width to TB, and centering the pulses so(t) and si(t) such that they are nominally in the
middle of the gates (i.e., the center of the pulses at ±TB/2 instead of ±Tpw/2) then the
probability of error becomes
T/fT TB + TpW) TPerr TBfT + Tp)fT (3TB + TPw)fT (3.26)
e 2 2N1 Tp) + 2 2 NlTpM
which of course, reduces to the original formula if TB=Tpw. If we fix the width of the
time the receiver "looks" for pulses, i.e., the symbol epoch (the duration of which is 2TB)
to be a constant, then we can arrange up to 2TB orthogonal pulses within that epoch
2TB(where LxJ denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x). If M < 2ýB then there are
TPW
guard times between the pulses. Thus, the symbol bin boundaries are of width 2 TB and
M
ignoring edge effects (that is, treating all pulses locations with the same statistics as the
middle pulses), the probability of error is
Perr,Sy• TBfT (3.27)
erMrVM N1 Tppj
If we do not ignore the edge effects, the probability of error expression can be quite
complicated, since the probability of error is different for each pulse location. However,
if we assume either M is large or if we assume the jitter variance is small enough that the
probability ofjitter moving the pulse more than one location is negligible then (3.27) is a
good estimate of the probability of error.
3.2.3.1 Performance with Timing Jitter andA WGN
Although in the preceding section is useful, our real goal is to consider what happens
when the received waveform has significant amounts of both timing jitter and AWGN. In
this case, the received signal (around the nominal reception time) is
r(t) = si (t- x) + n(t) (3.28)
where n(t) is AWGN and x represents the timing jitter. We will consider the same type
receiver as before, i.e., as described in Figure 3.6. Thus, if we can calculate the
probability density functions for Ri conditional on particular si(t)'s, then we can calculate
the probability of error. As we will see, however, we do not actually need the densities
for the Ri to calculate the probability of error. We see that
Rils = sj (t-x)dt+ In(t)dt
-B (-0)TB/M (3.29)
= Silsj + Ni
where Ni is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance NorB/ (for n(t) a
Gaussian process of zero mean and variance -- for any time t), and Silsj is a as yet
undefined random variable representing the signal component. Note that because of the
receiver structure, the {Ni} are independent Gaussian random variables. However, the
{Silsj} are not independent as we will show. With equiprobable inputs, we can assume
without loss of generality that so(t) is sent, then, and assuming hard decisions the
probability of error (for the M=2 case) is given as
Pert = Pr(RI > Rolso(t) sent)
= Pr(Si + N1 > So + Nolso(t) sent)
= Pr(St -S o > N o - Nllso(t) sent)
= Pr(S > NIso(t) sent)
where S=SI-So and N=No-NI. Since No and N 1 are independent Gaussian random
variables, N is a Gaussian random variable also, with zero mean and variance NoTB. The
probability density function of S is not quite as simple to determine, in fact it is a mixed
continuous/discrete density, i.e., there are points with a probability mass at S=0 and
±ATpw. Again, we consider the set of signals where so(t) and si(t) are similar to those in
Figure 3.2, but are spaced into the middle of the two symbol bins, that is, centered at
±TB/2. Considering the probability mass points separately, we see that the probability
that S=0 (i.e., the pulse doesn't land in either gate) is given by
Pr(S = O so(t) sent) = Pr( X < -T2 + Pr(X> 3TBT
(T + Tpw)fT (3TB + Tpw)fT (3.31)
Similarly, the probability that S=+ATpw (which is the probability that the pulse lands
entirely in the wrong gate) is given by
Pr(S= ATpwIso(t ) sent)= Pr( <X<
f(TB + TPW)fT) (3TB + TPw)fT (3.32)
2,2FNITpR ) 2]NI TpRI
Lastly, the probability that S=-ATpw (which is the probability that the pulse lands entirely
in the correct gate) is given by
Pr(S = -ATpwlso(t) sent) = Pr T < X < T
= 1-2 (TB + TPW)fT (3.33)
, 2VN1T-pR )
The more complicated section of the probability density function is the region where
ISI<ATpw, which we will consider in two parts. First, consider the section where S is
negative and note that
Pr(s<S <s+ AsIso(t) sent)= Pr(s< -A (TB + TpW + 2x) <s+ Asjso(t) sent) (3.34)
+ Pr(s < -A(TB -2x) < s + Ass o (t) sent)
and noting that
Pr(s<-A (TB + Tpw + 2x)<s+ Asso (t))= Pr(Is < -(TB +Tpw +2x)<2 lIso(t)t)
=Pr T T>x>- ss  rs+ TB (t)) (3.35)
(2s+ATB+ATpw )2
1 2(2A) 2# 2  As
-ýý e
where a2 = NTpR is the variance of the timing jitter variable. Likewise,
(s+ATB) 2
Pr(s <-A(TB -2x) <s+ Ass o (t) sent) I e 2(2A) 2 2 AS (3.36)
2a2 2A
Thus, as we let As -+ 0, we obtain the probability density function in the region of
negative S, i.e.,
(2s+ATB+ATpw)2 (s+ATB) 2
fs(slso(t))0= 2e 2(2A) 2 a 2  +e 2(2A) 2 a 2  for -ATpw <s<0 (3.37)S2x (2A)2 0-2
Skipping the details, we can obtain the density function for positive s in a similar manner,
i.e.,
(2s-ATB-ATpw) 2  (S+ATB) 2
Sfs(s so(t))= 2e 2(2A) 2a2  e 2(2A) 2•2 for 0<s<ATpw (3.38)
f2;r(2A)2- 2 2
Now that we have the probability density function for S (given that so(t) is sent) and N,
we can evaluate the probability of error in a manner similar to a likelihood ratio test (i.e.,
as if S and N were the variables received by the decision device).
The points of probability mass make this calculation somewhat harder than it
would be without them, but with careful attention, it can be done correctly. For instance,
for the case of S=-ATpw, an erroneous decision would only be made if N<-ATpw, thus we
just need to integrate that part of the Gaussian density for N and multiply it times the
probability that S=-ATpw. For S=0 and S=ATpw we do the same, conditional on the
probability that S is equal each of those values, respectively. For the continuous part of
the density of S, we need to perform a double integral over the S and N. That is, the
probability of error is the probability that S>N, thus conditional on S • 0,+ATpw,
Perr (S 0,±ATpw) = J- ,N (s,n)dnds (3.39)
-ATpw
Since S and N are independent, the joint probability density function is just the product of
the marginal densities, thus using (3.37) and (3.38)
eATp,
Perr (S # O0, ATpw) =
J-AT,,pW
S =ATpw
fs (s) f N(n)dnds =
I-coo -ATpw (s)1- NOTB
which at seems to be inexpressible in closed form. However, we can still write an
expression for the unconditional probability of error,
1
Perr = Perr(S O, ATpw) + Pr(S= 0)+4
Pr(S= ATpw) 1- A[ +Pr(S= -ATpw)Q A'TJ
(3.41)
Plugging in the expressions found previously for the probability masses, we have the
following expression for the probability of error,
SATpWPerr = f (s) 1-Q s
S-ATpw L OB I
(TB + TPw) +Q(3TB+ TPW)
2a
(3.42)
+Q(TB + Tpw)) (3TB +2Tpw) ATpw
+ ATp [1-2
which reduces to
fs(s)[1- s 5 [ (T + TPW)4 2a
+ATpw .i Q((TB + TPW) +
tJNOT 2a
4 (3TB + TpW)
2a)
+(3TB +TPw):)
2a
(3.43)
Noting that A2Tpw is the signal energy, defining a = TB / TPW , and z = TPw / a, we can
further express the probability of error as
fS(s) 1- lds + a+l 2J + + I)]
+Q(31 2- ]
(3.40)
(TB +TPW)
rATPw
Perr =
T-ATpW
PerATpw
T. ATpw (3.44)
0]~14~
Now, since we cannot find a closed for expression for the integral in (3.44), but we know
it necessarily has a positive value, we can lower bound the probability of error by
ignoring the integral. Thus, a lower bound on the probability of error is
Perr > 5[Q(a+1) a+ 1 ] ES 3a+ + )] (345)
There are several important observations to be made from (3.45). First, note that if the
signal to noise term, Es/No, is fixed, then the pulse-width to timing jitter ratio, X, can be
increased only up to a certain point before the probability of error stops decreasing. The
same is true if is fixed, and the SNR is increased, i.e., a error floor is encountered. In
addition, since a represents the integration time to pulse width ratio, we see that
performance improves with increasing a only up until a certain point, at which time an
error floor is encountered. These relations are shown graphically in Figures 3.7-3.10.
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It should be clear that extending this analysis for M>2 becomes a formidable task, and
since the binary case exemplifies the error floor that we expect, it is sufficient to show the
limitations of this suboptimal receiver.
3.3 Performance of Pulse Location Estimation Receivers
The previous discussion of Section 3.2 shows several limitations that should be obvious
to the reader. First, the restriction of only one sample per possible pulse location, while
optimal in the case of no timing jitter, is clearly inferior when timing jitter is present. The
optimal "matched" filter for the single-sample receiver becomes just an integrator at high
SNR, and as such lets in much more noise than is needed to accurately detect the pulse.
This is so because the "forcing" of the receiver to make an estimation of whether the
pulse is there or not for each pulse location bin is inferior to actually trying to estimate the
location of the pulse. In this section, we will treat the PPM scheme as an analog signal
and derive the maximum likelihood pulse location estimation receiver. This estimate of
the pulse location is inherently a soft-decision detector, thus it can be fed into a decision
device using coding or to a hypothesis-tester (hard decision device) equally well.
3.3.1 Optimal PPM Receiver with no Timing Jitter
The basic analysis of an optimal (maximum-likelihood) analog PPM system can be found
in [27], the major portions of which will be presented here as a framework for the
analysis that follows. The basic idea is to filter the incoming signal with a matched filter
(i.e., h(t)=p(-t)) and instead of sampling at only one time, allow the entire analog
waveform (y(t)) to go to a peak detection device. The peak of y(t), over some observation
time (-TB to +TB by our definitions before), is declared as the estimate of the pulse
location. A block diagram of this receiver is shown in Figure 3.11.
r(t)=Ap(t-mn-x) z(t) y(t) Peak sort t. in one of mZp(-t) Detection M pulse location
Device bins
n(t) over
K.(f) -T<<T
Figure 3.11: Maximum likelihood pulse location estimation and pulse detection
The nomenclature "maximum likelihood" refers to the term tpeak, where this is the
estimation of the location of the pulse. Thus, this receiver maximizes the likelihood that
tpeak is the pulse location that was sent by the transmitter, and in turn that m is the most
likely symbol that was sent. The term tpeak is actually a random variable, with mean mt,
however it's density is difficult to determine exactly. What we do know is that it is
symmetric about it's mean, and that we can lower bound it's variance through a Cramer-
Rao method. The derivation of the bound is somewhat tedious, so the reader is referred
to [27] for more details.
For fairly large Es/N 0 the error variance is dominated by non-anomalous types of
errors. "Anomalous" errors are due entirely to AWGN creating false peaks in pulse
location bins other than the intended bin. A good estimate of the variance of tp,,k in the
absence of anomalous errors is shown to be [27]
Var[tpeakB 2E (3.46)
for the sin(x)/x-type pulse p(t) as in (3.20). Note that the variance is proportional to
(Tpw) 2 as one would expect, since smaller Tpw means the sin(x)/x-typepulse is "narrower"
and "taller" for the same Es, thus errors in the estimation of the location of the pulse
should be smaller.
For smaller Es/No ratios, or for larger values of TB, the chance of an anomalous
reception rises. What we mean here is that there is a chance that AWGN alone will create
a peak in y(t) that is greater than that created by the signal component (with AWGN
added to it) near the actual pulse location, mi. The probability of an anomalous error can
be approximated by the probability of (symbol) error with an orthogonal signal set [27],
and is given by
Pr(anomaly) 5 (2,TB Tpw - 1)fJ (3.47)
In fact this bound is very tight, thus the inequality can be replaced by an approximate
equality.
In terms of evaluating the probability of error in deciding which of M pulses was
actually sent, we can assume that if an anomalous pulse position estimation error is made,
that an error in the (digital) pulse position location is made. In fact, this makes up the
entire probability of symbol error, since for sin(x)/x-type pulses small errors of the type
described by the variance in (3.46) are by definition closer to the intended pulse's center
than other pulses' centers. Thus in the last box of Figure 3.11 no error will be made, i.e.,
A = m. Thus, the probability of error for this type of detector (with no timing jitter) is for
all practical purposes identical to that described in Section 3.2.1, and is given by
Perr,sym < (M- 1) (3.48)
for M 5 2 TB Tpw - 1 . The position of the pulses in the time period observed (-TB to TB) by
the peak detector is not important when there is no timing jitter, but in the next section we
will show that in the presence of timing jitter the actual position of the pulses is very
important.
3.3.2 Optimal PPM Receiver with Timing Jitter and AWGN
The optimal PPM receiver does not change from that described in the previous section
when timing jitter is included. Rather, the estimation of the pulse location just includes
the timing jitter variable, x. Thus, the probability of symbol error can only be estimated
since no probability density function for tpeak has been derived. We will now define the
pulse location estimate as tIeak, where
t peak = tpeak +  (3.49)
To estimate the probability of error, we will make a few assumptions and approximations:
1. We will assume TB is fixed; thus, there is a limit to how many orthogonal pulses can
be fit into this time span (we have previously defined this time span as the symbol
epoch) before Tpw must be shortened. In the limit of large numbers of pulses we would
have to adjust the height of the pulses to keep the energy per pulse constant.
2. We will ignore edge effects of the pulses abutting the TB boundaries, thus, we are
effectively adding a guard time to the outside pulses. In the limit of large M, this is an
equivalent approximation to that made in evaluating higher order M-QAM
constellations, i.e., treating all points as if they are interior points in the constellation.
3. We will treat the local randomness (small errors in tpeak due to AWGN, not timing
jitter) as Gaussian, even though we have not shown that they are Gaussian. Thus, since
the timing jitter, x, is Gaussian (see Section 3.1) the location estimation tpeak will be
approximated as Gaussian.
4. The error induced by anomalous peak detections will be treated as independent from
the error induced by the timing jitter and local randomness about the true signal peak.
Thus, the probability of error will be the sum of the conditional probabilities of error
given whether or not an anomaly occurs.
Taking these assumptions into account, estimating the probability of error is
relatively straightforward. The symbol epoch is broken up into M equally sized bins, and
without loss of generality we can assume a particular pulse si(t) is sent. There are two
types of errors: anomalous errors, which could cause an erroneous detection in any of the
M-l other bins, and "jitter+AWGN" errors, which will cause the incorrect symbol
detection in one of the neighboring bins, with decreasing probability for bins farther away
from the correct bin location. The first probability is unrelated to jitter and was given in
(3.48). The second probability of error, under the assumptions made above, is easily seen
to be
Pr(jitter causes detection in neighboring bins)= Pr(tp eak >-
Q T (3.50)
, Var[x]+ Vart peak
Substituting in the variance of tpeak found in (3.46) we can estimate the probability of
error in (3.50) as
Pr(jitter causes detection in neighboring bins) - 2Q 12 T
NIfr + 2 12 (3.5 N1)
Tf2 2 2;TB 2Es (3.51)
=2
where r = (2;r) 2 NI TRI is the "phase noise SNR" described in Chapter 2, and a = TB / TPW.
Thus, the overall probability of symbol error can be approximated as
+ (M- 1)Q(NW (3.52)Perrsym 22
Substituting in representative values for the variables in (3.52) it becomes clear that the
variance of the local randomness is much greater than that introduced by the timing jitter
unless the observation period, 2TB, is very large when compared with Tpw (i.e., a must be
large) or Es/No is very large. Using representative values of TpRI=10 -6 sec., fT=5 MHz,
and Tpw=1 0-9 sec. for the Pulson ultrawideband PPM system, we can graph the
probability of error as a function of TB for M=2. This is shown in Figure 3.12 for Es/No
of 10 and 20 dB.
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Figure 3.12: Probability of symbol error versus TB
Since it is clear that TB as graphed in Figure 3.12 is not feasible (i.e., TB>TPRI for a
reasonable Pert, which by the definition of the modulation scheme cannot happen) then
Es/No must be much larger than 20 dB. This is not really a restriction, however, since the
Es/No we are discussing actually represents the peak SNR, rather than the average SNR
we've been implicitly dealing with since Chapter 2. For an ultrawideband system such as
Pulson's proposal, the duty cycle for pulse transmission is on the order of 1/1000 (i.e.,
Tpw/TpRi=1 0-3), thus, a more representative value for E,/No is 40-50 dB (or even higher
with smaller duty cycles). Given this observation, the Pulson system appears much more
reasonable.
3.4 Results and Discussion
In this chapter we have examined the effect of timing jitter on a digital pulse-position
modulation scheme. Since our principle interest in this thesis has been to examine the
effects of phase noisy oscillators on the radio communications problem, we first showed
how phase noise in a reference oscillator manifests itself in timing jitter in the transmitter
clock. Using a simple example, we showed that under certain circumstances the resulting
timing jitter can be approximated as a Gaussian random variable.
We have examined several receivers, including both optimal and suboptimal
structures, for communicating over AWGN channels when the transmitted signal is also
corrupted by timing jitter. The results indicate that knowledge of the probability density
function of the jitter improves the performance of such a system, and in the limit of high
signal to additive noise ratios, the optimal receiver is essentially an integrator. The exact
performance of this receiver was shown to be difficult to analyze exactly, primarily
because of the structure of the filter h(t). In particular, the optimal h(t) generally causes
the noise components at the decision device to become dependent. The (suboptimal)
receiver structure suggested by the optimal receiver in the high SNR case was examined
for the binary signaling case, and it was found that there is an error floor, if either the
SNR or the pulse width to jitter deviation ratio (x) is fixed, even in the limit of infinite x
or SNR, respectively.
In addition to the single-sample receivers structures, a maximum-likelihood
receiver structure, based on estimating the actual location of the pulse (in an analog
fashion) was studied. Under certain assumptions, we derived an estimate of the
probability of error for this receiver, and noted that for the ultrawideband Pulson-type
modulation scheme, there may be some (possibly minor) limitations. Namely, the
variance of the pulse location estimate in AWGN (without regard to the additional timing
jitter introduced at the transmitter) can be large enough to severely degrade operation of a
receiver without either a large observation interval (TB) or large peak SNR.
As a general conclusion we point out that analysis of a digital PPM scheme of the
type shown in this chapter is quite complex. Namely, the nonlinear nature of the
modulation and the complex interaction between the timing jitter and additive noise
sources create formidable obstacles for the system designer. Although we did not
propose or study any nonlinear receiver schemes, it is possible that such a receiver might
have significantly better performance.
4. Conclusions and Future Work
4.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we have studied the effects of a phase noisy oscillator on the radio
communications problem. The relatively recent emphasis on minimizing power
consumption in these systems has spurred interest in these effects. Previously, phase
noise was considered a secondary impairment and thus was neglected in much of the
modulation design. It is hoped that better understanding of how phase noise degradations
manifest themselves in various modulation formats will lead to better modulation design.
Better modulation design would, hopefully, allow relaxation of phase noise requirements
on the device designers, thus allowing lower power consumption designs with poorer
phase noise characteristics. In this regard, we have concentrated our efforts on the
symbol error performance of two different modulation schemes that are currently used or
proposed for low-power radio communications.
In the second chapter we examined the currently popular quadrature phase shift
keying format, which is essentially a simple case of more general quadrature amplitude
modulation. In fiber-optic communications, where phase noise has been studied more
extensively, it was noted that binary modulation formats are used almost exclusively due
to the large available bandwidth. By contrast, in radio communications the available
bandwidth is highly constrained, thus higher-order modulations such as QAM allow for
more data to be transmitted at the expense of more complicated signaling. In Chapter 2
we showed that phase noise in the transmitter's oscillator destroys the orthogonality
between the in-phase and quadrature channels. Since QAM is designed to take advantage
of this orthogonality it would seem that this would be a significant degradation in the
performance of such systems. While this is true in general, we showed that for the type
of carrier frequencies and linewidths likely to be encountered in radio communications
systems this non-orthogonality is negligible in terms of affecting symbol error
performance. We showed that even in the presence of significant phase noise, if perfect
carrier recovery is possible that the symbol error performance of QPSK, and in general
QAM, is virtually identical to the no phase noise case. However, we also showed that
with imperfect carrier recovery, specifically if only samples of the phase of the carrier are
known at the receiver, that symbol error performance is significantly degraded. Although
no information-theoretic results were obtained, it was noted that estimation of the phase
of the carrier is equivalent to trying receive even more information from the transmitter
(beyond the actual data) across the channel. We noted that this might not be information
theoretically possible, given the level of additive noise in the channel.
In Chapter 3 we examined an ultrawideband digital pulse-position modulation
system, the examination of which was spurred by the proposal of such a system by a
commercial company. This system is essentially a baseband-type PPM system, with no
defined carrier, thus the analysis of the system focused on the effect of a phase noisy
reference oscillator from which a clock was generated. It was shown that phase noise in
the reference oscillator manifests itself as timing jitter in the clock, and that under some
relatively reasonable assumptions the timing jitter has a density that is approximately
Gaussian (when the phase noise is a Brownian motion process). Similarly to Chapter 2,
we focused on perfect and imperfect timing recovery (which is completely analogous to
carrier recovery in the QPSK system) and their subsequent effects on symbol error
performance. It was shown that perfect timing recovery removes all timing jitter from the
system, and thus performance of the digital PPM system is identical to any orthogonal
modulation scheme. With imperfect timing recovery, specifically where the sampling
time is a random variable with a known probability density function, we found that an
optimal single-sample receiver can be derived, but that its performance is difficult to
characterize. This formulation, however, did suggest a suboptimal receiver structure
which approximates the optimal formulation in a high signal-to-additive noise (SNR)
environment. The symbol error performance of the suboptimal receiver was analyzed for
both binary and M-ary formats, and it was shown that there exists an error floor for a
fixed SNR or fixed pulse width-to-jitter standard deviation ratio (X=Tpw/o). We further
showed that a superior receiver can be constructed that estimates the location of the pulse
(i.e., an analog quantity) in a maximum likelihood fashion. Once again, it was difficult to
characterize the symbol error performance of such a system, however, an approximation
of the error performance was obtained.
The main results of the analysis in this thesis can be summarized in two main
statements. First, the availability or accurate estimation of the carrier waveform in QAM
modulation is of paramount importance. In some instances, the transmission of a
reference waveform, devoid of modulation, might improve performance enough to offset
the increase in transmission power necessary for the second signal. And in any event, the
lack of accurate estimation of the carrier waveform degrades the symbol error probability
of QAM signaling significantly. It was also pointed out that accurate estimation of the
carrier waveform is equivalent to trying to send more information across the channel, and
if the carrier waveform is sufficiently phase noisy, then the total amount of information
(estimation and data) might be greater than the capacity of the AWGN channel.
Secondly, timing recovery is as essential to digital PPM as is carrier recovery to QAM (in
a sense, they are the same thing, relative to their respective systems). However, the
transmission of a reference "clock" does not seem to make any sense, thus the
performance results stand alone and do not suggest any alternative technique. Rather the
major result in dealing with PPM seems to be that there is a definite tradeoff between
additive noise and timing jitter (phase noise) in designing the system. In other words, we
can be more tolerant to timing jitter if we can allow more additive noise, and vice-versa.
This tradeoff is seen for all receivers studied in Chapter 3.
In conclusion, we note that this thesis has been a first attempt to understand the
impact of phase noisy oscillators on radio communications, in particular those with low-
power consumption as a high priority design goal. We feel that the significance of the
thesis is not so much in the quantitative results, such as the symbol error probabilities, but
more in the increased awareness of the importance of phase noise in the design of such
systems. Therefore it is hoped that some of the ideas of this thesis might spur further
research into more phase noise tolerant modulation schemes for radio communications.
4.2 Future Work
As with any technical work, this thesis does not end the problems related to its topic. In
fact, there are many open problems that remain and that need to be solved before we can
ignore the effect of phase noise in low-power radio communications systems design. We
will briefly describe some of these problems.
4.2.1 Statistics of Phase Noisy Random Variables
We have seen throughout this thesis certain random variables that are uniquely
determined by the phase noise process. Because of the apparent difficulty in evaluating
their marginal and joint probability density functions, we were often forced to employ
approximations based on their means and variances. Some of these variables' densities
were estimated through simulation, but no closed form expressions were found. It would
be invaluable to have a compact statistical description of such random variables, for
example through a closed-form marginal or joint probability density function. Only then
could we more accurately predict the performance of the systems studied.
4.2.2 Performance of Other Modulation Schemes
Because of the constraints imposed by a thesis of this type, there were many prevalent
modulation techniques currently being used in radio communications that were not
studied. For example, spread spectrum modulation schemes, such a direct sequence or
frequency-hopped spread spectrum were not studied. Since these modulation schemes
have many advantages in fighting other degradations such as fading, and in handling
multiple-users simultaneously, it would be important to consider the effects of phase
noisy oscillators on their performance.
4.2.3 Effect of Multiple Users on System Performance
Throughout the thesis it was implicit that we were discussing point-to-point
communications links, with a single user (or pair of users). With other users either
frequency or time division multiplexed into the available radio spectrum several
complications occur. For example, in the introduction we showed that phase noisy
oscillators widen the spectrum of the carrier, thus in FDM systems, wider guard
frequencies would be needed to prevent adjacent channel interference. In the digital PPM
case, the timing jitter would necessitate wider guard times in a similar manner. Also, it
was shown that the pulse location estimation receiver for an ultrawideband system might
not be feasible if the observation time is not sufficient (and since long observations time
directly influence the number of users that could be serviced, this affects the multiple-
user performance of such a system). Thus, more study is warranted to see if this is a
limitation of the analysis or truly a limitation of the modulation scheme. Since most
future commercial radio systems will be classified as multiple-access and will incorporate
various low-power design techniques, an analysis of the degradations and design
constraints imposed by phase noisy oscillators is needed to fully predict their
performance.
4.2.4 Comparison of Phase Noise to Doppler Effects
Although we have specifically considered the phase noise on the carrier as introduced by
the oscillator in the transmitter, we can easily characterize such phase noise as a channel
impairment. In that way, there are similarities between the effects of Doppler on a carrier
and a phase noisy carrier. Since there is a multitude of research on how to best handle the
effects of Doppler in the mobile channel, it would seem natural to try to exploit this
research by fully understanding the similarities and differences between phase noise and
Doppler effects.
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